Table 12-2
Numerical listing of skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proponent</th>
<th>Description of positions</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>JSTARS E8-A Systems Operator</td>
<td>U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca</td>
<td>Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to operate the equipment in the JSTARS E8-A aircraft or its replacement.</td>
<td>Must possess a current Class III Army flight physical; complete Basic Survival Training Course (VSC-A) and Non-parachuting Water Survival Training course (S-V-90A); complete Life Support Training and Physiology Training (Altitude Chamber); and successfully complete the Air Force JSTARS E8-C academic training course.</td>
<td>For use with MOS 35G, and 35X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Sexual Harassment/Assault Response &amp; Prevention (SHARP) Level I</td>
<td>Army G-1, SHARP Office (DAPE-ARR-SH)</td>
<td>There are no positions identified for ASI 1B. For use with personnel only. Personnel with ASI 1B are eligible to serve as collateral duty Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC), SHARP Victim Advocate (VA) or Company SHARP Advisor.</td>
<td>Must successfully complete the 80-hour SHARP Course under the auspices of HQDA, G-1 SHARP; 2530 Clark Street, Arlington, VA 22202 and TRADOC, SHARP Academy.</td>
<td>(1) May be awarded to qualified Soldiers in grades of SSG or higher or may be awarded to a SGT if an approved request for exception to policy is received. (2) This ASI is subject to screening in accordance with the Personnel Suitability Screening Policy as a Position of Significant Trust Authority. (3) For use with any MOS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>Satellite Systems/Network Coordinator</td>
<td>U.S. Army Cyber Center of Excellence</td>
<td>Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate and maintain the Wideband Satellite Operations Center (WSOC)</td>
<td>Must have successfully completed the Satellite Systems/Network Coordinator Course, Ft Gordon, GA, and; Must have successfully completed a MOS 25S Advanced Individual Training (AIT) course that began on or before 22 January 2002, Ft Gordon, GA, or; Must have successfully completed the Satellite Communication Systems Operator-Maintainer Strategic Mission Training Track (102-ASI7E (25S) Phase 2 or 102-ASI7E (25S) Phase 3) beginning on or after 4 February 2002, Ft Gordon, GA, and have been awarded ASI 7E or; Must have successfully completed the Tactical Satellite Communication System Operator-Maintainer Training Track (102-ASI7D (25S) Phase 2 or 102-ASI7D (25S) Phase 3) beginning on or after 4 February 2002, Ft Gordon, GA, and have been awarded ASI 7D after 4 February 2002, Ft Gordon, GA.</td>
<td>For use with MOS 25S only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>Digital Media Collector (DMC)</td>
<td>U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca</td>
<td>Identifies personnel only requiring qualification as a Digital Media Collector. Personnel, who are the first to respond, secure, preserve, and/or collect digital evidence at crime scenes or during a site exploitation. Personnel with the Digital Media Collector ASI will be certified and trained to legally seize digital media in a manner which would allow further prosecution in a court of law.</td>
<td>Must successfully complete Department Cyber Investigations Training Academy (DCITA) requirements of the following two courses: Introduction to Networks and Computer Hardware (INCH).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Computer Incident Responders Course (CIRC).
2. Or successfully test out for both the INCH and CIRC courses. Approval to test out of the classes remains under the auspices of DOD DCITA, 911 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, MD 21090.
3. All Soldiers requesting required classes for the Certified Digital Media Collector certification must apply through the DA G2 training coordinator at g2-cihu-tng@mi.army.mil for approval and coordination of specific course attendance.
4. Recertification is required to maintain this ASI 1D DMC. To maintain certification, every two years personnel must conduct at least three acquisitions of digital media or information and attend a minimum of 40 hours of DCITA approved continuing education training. This recertification is unit based and material can be located at the DCITA web site: http://www.dc3.mil/dcita or through the Intelligence Security Command (INSCOM) Foundry office. DCITA on line education or attendance to Digital Media Conferences, Seminars and/or Training events identified by the Army CI Cyber office.
5. All training is conducted by the DoD DCITA, 911 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, MD 21090.
c. Restrictions.
   For use with personnel only with MOS 35L, 35M, 35N, 35P, 35S and 31D.

Code: 1E
Title: Knowledge Management Professional
Proponent: U.S. Army Combined Arms Center & Fort Leavenworth
a. Description of positions. Plans integrate and coordinate knowledge management operations across the spectrum of military operations. Provides for the integration and management of Army Battle Command Systems to optimize situational understanding and effective collaboration.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed the Army Knowledge Management Qualification Course at the Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, KS.
c. Restrictions.
   (1) For identification of personnel only. For use with any MOS.
   (2) For use with positions in MOS 11B, MOS 13B and MOS 92A only

Code: 1G
Title: Joint Terminal Attack Controller
Proponent: U.S. Army Fires Center of Excellence
a. Description of positions. Identifies select NCO positions and personnel assigned to the United States Army Special Operations Command (USASOC), that are qualified to provide terminal control of Close Air Support (CAS) aircraft in support of joint forces.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Joint Terminal Attack Controller Course at either:
   (1) The Air and Space Operations Center Initial Qualification Training Course taught at Hurlbert Field, FL.
   (2) Mission Qualifications Training (MQT) in an accredited course.
   (3) Through unit training meeting the qualification requirements per USSOCM Manual 350-5.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 13F (skill level 2 thru 4 only), 13Z (skill level 5 only).

Code: 1H
Title: Sexual Harassment/Assault Response & Prevention (SHARP) Level II
Proponent: Army G-1, SHARP Office (DAPE-ARR-SH)
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions in TDA and/or Augmentation TDA in any MOS requiring assignment of non-commissioned officers certified as a Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) or SHARP Victim Advocate (VA) for the Sexual Harassment/Assault Response & Prevention (SHARP) Program.
   (1) Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC): Must be a Non Commissioned Officer (SFC or higher) or receive approved request for exception to policy.
   (2) SHARP Victim Advocate (VA): Must be a Non Commissioned Officer (SSG or higher) or receive approved request for exception to policy.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the 7-week SHARP Academy course under the auspices of HQDA, G-1 SHARP, 2530 Clark Street, Arlington, VA 22202 and TRADOC, SHARP Academy.
c. Restrictions.
   (1) May be awarded to qualified Soldiers in grades of SSG or higher.
   (2) This ASI is subject to screening in accordance with the Personnel Suitability Screening Policy as a Position of Significant Trust and Authority.
   (3) For use with any MOS.
**Code: 1J**

**Title:** Operational Electronic Warfare Operations  
**Proponent:** USA Electronic Warfare (Combined Arms Center)  
*a. Description of positions.* Identifies positions that require an enlisted incumbent who possesses detailed knowledge in operational electronic warfare operations at brigade level and above.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the Army Operational Electronic Warfare course (3B-SI/ASI/1J/230-ASI 1J (CT)) at the USA Field Artillery Center, Ft Sill, OK.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with any enlisted MOS.

---

**Code: 1K**

**Title:** Company CREW Specialist  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Cyber School  
*a. Description of positions.* Identifies positions that require an enlisted incumbent who possesses detailed knowledge of Counter Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Device EW (CREW) systems operations at the company level.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the Company CREW Specialist course conducted under the auspices of the U. S. Army Cyber School. EW college at Ft. Sill, OK.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with any enlisted MOS.

---

**Code: 1M**

**Title:** Emergency Medical Ministry (EMM)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Chaplain Center and School & Ft Jackson  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring skills in trauma ministry, demobilization, debriefing and mass casualty, medical ethics for medical emergency events, grief and loss ministry.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the Emergency Medical Ministry Course at Ft Sam Houston, TX. Priority of training is Soldier in medical units.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 56M only.

---

**Code: 1S**

**Title:** Suicide Intervention Trainer  
**Proponent:** Army G1 (DAPE-HR)  
a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI 1S. ASI is for use with personnel only.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the five-day ASIST Training for Trainers (T4T) course conducted at installations, state/territory, Joint Forces HQ and by reserve suicide prevention program managers.  
c. **Certification requirements.** Must complete the ASIST T4T course which is presented in a five-day workshop lead by master trainers and conduct three ASIST workshops in one year. Certified ASIST (T4T) trainers obtain the necessary skills to conduct the two-day skills-building ASIST workshops for gatekeepers and green tab leaders.  
d. **Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS in grades E5 through E7.

---

**Code: 1X**

**Title:** Green Belt in Lean Six Sigma (LSS)  
**Proponent:** Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation (OSA-OBT)
a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI 1X.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete a prescribed Green Belt Lean Six Sigma Course conducted under the auspices of the Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation. Soldiers classified in LSS Green Belt, ASI 1X, must continue to demonstrate professional excellence and good judgment and exhibit outstanding ability in support of a LSS project and under the supervision of a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt. The Soldier must be able to analyze and solve quality problems and must be involved in quality improvement projects. A Lean Six Sigma Green Belt is someone with at least three (3) years of work experience who demonstrates his or her knowledge of traditional Lean Six Sigma (DMAIC) methodology and tools augmented with critical enablers such as team leadership, project management and software tools. The Green Belt Soldier supports Black Belt LSS projects and/or leads projects part-time in their mission area of responsibility.

c. **Certification requirements.**
   1. Demonstrate comprehension of Green Belt tools and techniques.
   2. Successfully:
      a. Lead a GB Level DMAIC Project to completion or;
      b. Complete three (3) Rapid Improvement Events or;
      c. Lead five (5) sub tasks (one (1) in each DMAIC phase) of a BB level DMAIC project, which is taken to completion.
   3. Complete either of the US Army training courses:
      a. GB-1 Course or;
      b. GB-EQUIVALENCY Course

d. **Request for certification.** Request for certification will be forwarded to: Department of the Army, Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation, LSS PMO, 2521 S. Clark St, suite 1010, 10th floor, Arlington, VA 22202.

e. **Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS.

---

**Code:** 1Y

**Title:** Black Belt in Lean Six Sigma (LSS)

**Proponent:** Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation (OSA-OBT)

a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI 1Y.

b. **Qualifications.**
   1. Must successfully complete a prescribed Black Belt Lean Six Sigma Course conducted under the auspices of the Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation. Soldiers classified in LSS Black Belt, ASI 1Y, must continue to demonstrate professional excellence and good judgment and have exhibited outstanding ability in team leadership, understand team dynamics and assign team member roles and responsibilities. Soldiers must have a thorough understanding of and can use all aspects of traditional Lean Six Sigma methodology (Define, Measure, Analyze, Implement and Control (DMAIC)) and tools in accordance with Lean Six Sigma principles. Soldiers must be responsible for leading the project team, which may include assigned LSS Green Belts, SMEs, and Resource Managers, to deliver value and benefits defined in business transformation impacts and have basic knowledge of lean enterprise concepts, identify non-value-added elements and activities and use specific tools. The Soldier may also perform Green Belt coaching and or assist in training, as required.
   2. Work on a LSS project on a part-time basis for the duration of a specific LSS project.

c. **Certification requirements.**
   1. Demonstrate comprehension of Black Belt tools and techniques.
   2. Lead one (1) LSS DMAIC project to completion.
   3. Lead five (5) sub tasks (one (1) in each DMAIC phase) of a MBB level DMAIC project, which is taken to completion.
   4. Successfully Complete either of the US Army training courses:
      a. BB-1 Course or;
      b. BB-EQUIVALENCY Course

d. **Request for certification.** Request for certification will be forwarded to: Department of the Army, Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation, LSS PMO, 2521 S. Clark St, suite 1010, 10th floor, Arlington, VA 22202.

e. **Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS.
**Code: 1Z**  
**Title:** Master Black Belt in Lean Six Sigma (LSS)  
**Proponent:** Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation (OSA-OBT)  

_**a. Description of positions.**_ There are no positions identified for ASI 1Z.

_**b. Qualifications.**_

(1) Must successfully complete a prescribed Master Black Belt Lean Six Sigma Course conducted under the auspices of the Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transformation (OSA-OBT). Soldiers classified in LSS Master Black Belt, ASI 1Z, are responsible for providing technical coaching and training to Black Belts and Green Belts in the long term; lead LSS DMAIC and DFLSS projects as necessary; provide guidance for LSS deployment; assist project identification; identify and propagate Best Practices; typically report to the Deployment Director and have one to five Black Belts and Green Belts under his or her oversight for mentoring and/or training. Soldiers classified in LSS MBB, ASI 1Z, must also continue to demonstrate professional excellence and good judgment and have exhibited outstanding ability to lead and complete LSS projects. The Soldier must be able to analyze and solve quality problems and must be involved, as a leader, in quality improvement projects.

(2) Work on a LSS project on a full-time basis for the duration of a specific LSS project.

(3) After certification, MBBs may continue to work selected, high value projects on an as-needed basis.

_**c. Certification requirements.**_

(1) Complete either of the US Army training courses:

(a) MBB-1 Course or  
(b) MBB-EQUIVALENCY Course

(2) Must be an Army certified BB.

(3) Successfully take two (2) BB LSS projects to completion.

(4) Mentor two (2) BBs to completion.

(5) Successfully instruct two (2) classes of the US Army BB-1 Course.

(6) Successfully lead a Project Identification and Selection Workshop (PISW, resulting in project identification)

_**d. Request for certification.**_ Request for certification will be forwarded to: Department of the Army, Office of the Secretary of the Army, Office of Business Transportation, LSS PMO, 2521 S. Clark St, suite 1010, 10th floor, Arlington, VA 22202.

_**e. Restrictions.**_ For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS.

**Code: 2A**  
**Title:** Non-Lethal Capabilities Planner  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School  

_**a. Description of positions.**_ Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained in the background, planning, policy, training, and application of non-lethal capabilities as an advisor to the commander. In grades SSG-MSG as listed below:

(1) Two per Military Police Command/Battalion for planning/operations.

(2) One per Military Police BCT PM cell for planning.

(3) One per Military Police Company or Detachment for planning.

(4) One per Corps HQ for planning.

(5) Three per MP Ground Base Intercept Company.

(6) Three per Internment/Resettlement Company for planning/operations.

(7) Two per (PLT SGT and ASST SQD LDR) Brigade Engineer Battalion.

(8) Two per (PLT SGT and ASST SQD LDR) Brigade Special Troops Battalion.

_**b. Qualifications.**_ Must successfully complete the (2 week Active Army) Interservice Non-Lethal Individual Weapons Instructor Course (INIWIC), conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Marine Corps Detachment, Ft Leonard Wood, MO.

_**c. Restrictions.**_

(1) Personnel. For use with any MOS in grades SGT-MSG. Exception. As an exception to policy and to maximize training opportunities in support of current and future operation, commanders may request training on a space available basis for Soldiers in SGT and above who are not programmed for an ASI 2A coded position through the appropriate channels to Commandant, U.S. Army Military Police School, Attn: ATSJ-I, Ft Leonard Wood, MO 65473.

(2) Positions. For use with CMF 31 in grades SGT-MSG.
Code: 2B
Title: Air Assault
Proponent: U.S. Army Infantry School
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 2B.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete an accredited Air Assault Course, conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Infantry School (USAIS), Fort Benning, GA.
c. Restrictions. For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS.

Code: 2C
Title: Javelin Gunnery
Proponent: U.S. Army Infantry School
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the employment of the Javelin medium anti-tank assault weapon system.
b. Qualifications.
(1) Must successfully complete the Javelin Course, Ft Benning, GA.
(2) Skill level 2 and 3 Soldiers in MOS 12B will receive ASI training from the New Equipment Training Team and Train the Trainer. Once training has been certified, documents will be signed by LTC or higher and submitted for awarding of ASI to the local Personnel Service Center (PSC).
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 11B (skill level 3 and below only), MOS 19D (skill level 1 only) and MOS 12B (skill level 3 and below only).

Code: 2S
Title: Battle Staff Operations
Proponent: U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy
a. Description of positions.
(1) Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained to serve as a Battle Staff NCO and manage the day-to-day operations of corps, division, regiment, group, brigade, battalion, and squadron command posts. Positions in grade SGM will not be coded with ASI 2S.
(2) ASI 2S may be associated with positions in grade SSG-MSG as listed below:
   (a) G1/S1, G2/S2, G3/S3, G4/S4, G5/S5, G6/S6 or fire support element (FSE) positions in battalion, squadron, brigade, group, regiment, Division or Corps level TOE units.
   (b) Operations Sergeant and Construction Foreman in:
      1. Brigade Engineer Sect, Engineer Bn Hq, Division.
      2. Regimental Engineer Sect, Engineer Co, Armd Cav Rgmt.
      3. Brigade Engineer Sect, Engineer Co, Hvy Sep Bde and Sep Inf Bde.
   (c) Active Readiness Group NCO Advisor positions and instructor positions for BSNCOC, Sergeants Major Course (SMC), Battle Command Training Program (BCTP), Ft Leavenworth, KS and G2 Special Forces Groups and battalion.
   (d) Army Medical Department Professional Filler System (PROFIS) TDA positions and Soldiers in grades SFC through SGM under the auspices of U.S. Army Medical Command (to assist in the preparation of medical annex to operation planning (OPLAN) and operations orders (OPORD) in regional and local Emergency Operation Centers, briefing CINC(s) and Corps Staff from U.S. Army Medical Center and School, Regional Medical Command (RMC), Dental Command (DENCOM), Veterinary Command (VETCOM), Medical Center (MEDCEN) and Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine).
   (e) Air Traffic Services (ATS)/A2C2 Liaisons, Air Information Center Facility Chiefs and U.S. Army Aviation Center Advanced and Basics NCO Course Small Group Leaders.
   (f) Brigade and higher echelon chaplain assistant NCOs.
   (g) Battalion and above Transportation Movement Control Team NCOs.
(3) Use of this skill identifier with any other position in authorization documents requires prior approval from Commandant, U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy, ATTN: ATSS-B, Ft Bliss, TX 79918-8002.
b. Qualifications.
(1) Must successfully complete one of the following courses at the U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy (USASMA), Ft Bliss, TX:
   (a) The Battle Staff Noncommissioned Officer Course (BSNCOC).
(b) The resident Sergeants Major Course (SMC) beginning with class 46 with a graduation date on or after 31 May 1996.
(2) Or successfully complete the BSNCOC at Ft McCoy, WI.
(3) Or successfully complete the Battle Staff NCO Video Tele-training (VTT) Course conducted under the auspices of the USASMA and be issued a DA Form 1059 and graduation diploma.
(4) Or successfully complete the BSNCOC at Ft Indiantown Gap, PA.
(5) Or successfully complete the BSNCOC at Camp Williams, UT.

c. Restrictions.
(1) Personnel. May be awarded to qualified Soldiers in grades SSG-SGM in any MOS.
(2) Positions. For use with any MOS at grades SSG-MSG per above position documentation guidance.
(3) Exception. As an exception to policy to maximize training opportunities in support of the Global War on Terrorism, Commanders may request training for Soldiers in grades SGT and above not slotted in ASI 2S coded positions on a space available basis through the appropriate channels to Commandant, U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy, ATTN: ATSS-B, Ft Bliss, TX 79918-8002.

Code: 3C
Title: Operational Contract Support (OCS)
Proponent: U.S. Army Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM)
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in operational contract support planning and management.
b. Qualifications. Must complete the Operational Support Course at either:
   (1) U.S. Army Logistics University, Ft Lee, Va.
   (2) Ft Lee Center of Excellence (FCOE) approved Mobile Training Team (MTT).
c. Restrictions.
   (1) For identification of personnel only. For use with any enlisted MOS (SSG thru SGM).

Code: 3Y
Title: Space Enabler
Proponent: USA Space and Missile Defense Command/Army Forces Strategic Command (SMDC/ARSTRAT)
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 3Y.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Obtain an undergraduate or graduate degree in a space-related technical field (as determined by the ASI 3Y proponent) such as Space Operations, Space Systems Operations, Space Engineering, Astro-physics, Astro-dynamics, or Geospatial Information Services (not all inclusive).
   (2) Or, successful completion of the resident or nonresident (through distance learning) National Security Space Institute (NSSI) Space Fundamentals Course (or like Army course approved by the ASI 3Y proponent) and serving in a documented Space Cadre position.
   (3) Or, successful completion of the resident (MTT) Army Space Cadre Basic or higher-level resident course (such as NSSI Space 200) and serving in a documented Space Cadre position.
c. Restrictions. For identification of personnel only. For use with any enlisted MOS. Submit requests for award of ASI 3Y on DA Form 4187 (Request for Personnel Action) along with a current Enlisted Record Brief (ERB) and supporting documentation (such as a course completion certificate, proof of meeting the assignment requirement in an approved Space Cadre position, or other proof of qualification) to the Chief, ASCO, ATTN: SMDC-OPZ-FB, 350 Vandenberg Street, Peterson Air Force Base, CO 80914

Code: 4A
Title: Reclassification Training (Personnel Only)
Proponent: DA ODCSPER (DAPE-MPE)
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for Reclassification Training.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Identifies personnel who have been reclassified not as a result of a MOS merger or other force structure change and require formal training who otherwise remain fully eligible for promotion recommendation/consideration and/or pin-on in the newly awarded MOS.
   (2) ASI 4A will be deleted upon completion of formal training or upon award of ASI 4B.
c. Restrictions. For use with any MOS.

Code: 4B
Title: Reclassification Training (Personnel Only)
Proponent: Army G1 (DAPE-MPE)
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for Reclassification Training.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Identifies personnel who have been reclassified not as a result of a MOS merger or other force
   structure change, require formal training and are otherwise ineligible for promotion
   recommendation/consideration or pin-on.
   (2) Identifies personnel who have been reclassified as a result of a MOS merger or other force structure
   change, required transition training through identification with ASI Y2 or Y3, failed to complete the
   required transition training within the timelines established in table 12-4 or 12-5 and are now classified
   as non-MOS qualified and ineligible for promotion recommendation/consideration or pin-on.
   (3) ASI 4B will be deleted upon completion of formal MOS qualification or transition training.
c. Restrictions. For use with any MOS.

Code: 4N
Title: Health Care Recruiter
Proponent: U.S. Army Recruiting and Retention School (RRS)
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are Health Care Recruiter
   qualified. The Health Care Recruiter is the subject matter expert at the Battalion/Brigade/USAREC
   Headquarters. They have the primary skill sets to provide critical assessment, management, planning,
   and implementation of all health care recruiting activities at every echelon in the command. b.
   Qualifications.
   (1) Must successfully complete all phases (Distance Learning and Resident) of the Health Care
   Recruiter Course, Recruiting and Retention School, Fort Jackson, South Carolina.
   (2) Meet and maintain all sustainment requirements for MOS 79R.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 79R in grades SFC and MSG.

Code: 4R
Title: Transition NCO
Proponent: U.S. Army Recruiting and Retention School
a. Description of positions. Identifies Reserve Component (Army National Guard of the United States
   (ARNGUS) and U.S. Army Reserve (USAR)) positions in Tables of Distribution and Allowances (TDA)
   and Augmentation TDA requiring Soldiers qualified to participate in transition programs. b.
   Qualifications. Must meet the requirements of AR 601-280 and successfully complete the Transition
   NCO Course, Recruiting and Retention School, Ft Jackson, SC. c. Restrictions. For use with positions and personnel MOS 79T and 79V and personnel only with MOS 79S.

Code: 5A
Title: Joint Air Tactical Operations
Proponent: U.S. Army Aviation Warfighting Center
a. Description of positions. Identifies NCO positions and personnel where the principal organization
   officer is COL or above that require detailed knowledge of joint air operations, communications systems,
   intelligence support capabilities, tactical missions, and major weapon systems in a theatre battle at the
   operational level of war. b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Joint Air Tasking Order Process Course or the Air and
   Space Operations Center Initial Qualification Training Course taught at Hurlburt Field, FL. c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 11B, 11Z, 13F, 13Z, 14G (skill level 4 only) (Effective 201610), 15P,
   15Q (skill level 3 and 4 only), MOS 15Z (Effective 201510), 18B (skill level 3 only), 18E (skill level 3
   only), 18Z and 19Z.

Code: 5C (Rescind 201710)
Title: Mission Command Digital Master Gunner (MCDMG)
Proponent: Mission Command Center of Excellence
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 5C.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed the Mission Command Digital Master Gunner
   Course (C2) at the Mission Command Center of Excellence, Fort Leavenworth, KS. c. Restrictions. For use with personnel only. Used with any MOS in grade E5 and above.

Code: 5C (Effective 201710)
Title: Mission Command Digital Master Gunner (MCDMG)
Proponent: Mission Command Center of Excellence
a. Description of positions. Identifies select positions requiring Soldiers qualified as MCDMG.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed the Mission Command Digital Master Gunner Course (C2) at the Mission Command Center of Excellence, Fort Leavenworth, KS.
c. Restrictions.
   (1) For use with personnel in any MOS in grade E5 and above.

Code: 5U
Title: Tactical Air Operations
Proponent: U.S. Army Aviation Warfighting Center
a. Description of positions. Identifies NCO positions and personnel where the principal organization officer is LTC or below that require familiarity with close air support, tactical airlift, and tactical air reconnaissance in support of joint operations using ground and tactical air units.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Joint Firepower Course at either:
   (1) Nellis Air Force Base, NV.
   (2) Various Mobile Training Teams (MTT) locations taught under the auspices of the Army Joint Support Team-Nellis, Nellis AFB, NV.

Code: 5W
Title: Jumpmaster
Proponent: U.S. Army Infantry School
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 5W.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete an accredited Jumpmaster Course, conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Infantry School (USAIS), Fort Benning, GA.
c. Restrictions. For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS in the grade of SGT or above.

Code: 6B
Title: Reconnaissance and Surveillance Leaders Course
Proponent: U.S. Army Infantry School
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 6B.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Must successfully complete the Reconnaissance and Surveillance Leaders Course, on or after 1 June 2002 or the Long Range Surveillance Leaders Course prior to 1 June 2002, conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Infantry School (USAIS), Ft Benning, GA.
   (2) Individuals previously awarded ASI Q6.

Code: 6C
Title: Battalion Level Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Experience
Proponent: U.S. Army Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS)
Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI
a. Description of positions. Identifies CSM positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the authorized commanding officer is in the rank of LTC (O5).
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Temporary award. Must have been selected for appointment to CSM by a CSM Centralized Selection List (CSM CSL) Board and slated to assume a battalion level (LTC Command) CSM position in an authorized organization.
   (2) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized battalion level (LTC command) CSM position.
c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 6C will be awarded by:
   (1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
   (2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
   (3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.
d. Functions. The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at battalion level and principle enlisted adviser to the commander. The CSM plans, coordinates, and supervises activities pertaining to
organization, training, and combat operations and oversees the enforcement of policies and standards on performance, training, appearance and conduct of enlisted personnel.
e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 6C may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized battalion level (LTC command) CSM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a CSM position. If not otherwise reduced to MSG, the Soldier will revert back to PDPC 6S.
f. Restrictions.
   (1) Personnel. For use with any MOS (other than 00Z) in grade E8(P) and E9.
   (2) Positions. For use with E9 CSM positions in any MOS (other than 00Z).

**Code:** 6N (Eff 201510)
**Title:** THAAD Launching Control Station (LCS) Operator
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School (USAADASCH)

a. Description of positions. Designates Enlisted E3 and above in specific critical Air Defense Artillery Branch positions where the incumbent is responsible for operational duties and requires comprehensive knowledge and expertise in the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) and its subcomponents.

b. Qualifications.
   (1) Soldier must be a graduate of the 14H Enhanced Early Warning Operator Course and must be assigned to a THAAD unit.
   (2) Soldiers will complete the 4 week functional course consisting of instruction in the THAAD Launch Control Station (LCS) System.
   (3) The ASI will be awarded only upon certification by USAADASCH to Enlisted personnel who have successfully completed the 5 week THAAD LCS Operator course at the USAADASCH, Ft Sill, OK., or the LCS Track of the 8 week Fire Control/Launch Control Station TFCC NET course.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 14H only.

**Code:** 6Q
**Title:** Additional Duty Safety NCO
**Proponent:** National Guard Bureau (NGB-AVS-SG) and U.S. Army Reserve (AFRC-SA)

a. Description of positions.
   (1) Active Component (AC). There are no active component positions identified for ASI 6Q. For use with personnel only.
   (2) National Guard Bureau (NGB). There are no National Guard positions identified for ASI 6Q. For use with personnel only.
   (3) U.S. Army Reserve (USAR). Identifies positions in USAR Tables of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) or Augmentation TDA to Modified Tables of Organization and Equipment (MTOE) only on authorization documents requiring an incumbent NCO qualified as a Ground Safety NCO to plan and develop safety activities.

b. Qualifications.
   (1) AC. Awarded to Soldiers who have successfully completed the Ground Safety Officer Course conducted and certified under the auspices of the USA Combat Readiness Center (USACRC).
   (2) NGB. Awarded to Soldiers who have successfully completed the Ground Safety Officer Course conducted and certified under the auspices of USACRC. Training must be completed within 12 months of assignment as a State Safety and Occupational Health Manager, State Safety and Occupational Health Specialist, or BN/BDE/DIV Safety Officer Position.
   (3) USAR.
      (a) Individual must have successfully completed the USACRC Army Safety Intern class or;
      (b) Have successfully completed the USACRC Joint Intern Course or;
      (c) Have successfully completed the USACRC Ground Safety Officer Course.

c. Restrictions. For use with any enlisted MOS.

**Code:** 6S
**Title:** Initial Level Sergeant Major (SGM) Experience
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS)

a. Description of positions. Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to those expected of a Soldier in that career filed on their initial duty assignment after completion of the Sergeants Major Academy.

b. Qualifications.
(1) Temporary award. Must have been selected for promotion to SGM and slated to assume an initial SGM position in an authorized organization.
(2) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized initial level SGM position.

c. **Award authority.** PDPC ASI code 6S will be awarded by:
   (1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
   (2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
   (3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. **Functions**. At this level, the incumbent serves in senior managerial positions and has knowledge of headquarters and command elements in both operational and institutional assignments. The SGM is an operational leader mastering tactical art and the military decision-making process, understands operational art and problem framing through design, and possesses the abilities to plan and conduct small unit combat operations while applying rules of engagement (ROE).

e. **Withdrawal authority.** PDPC ASI 6S may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized initial level SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a Senior Staff NCO position.

f. **Restrictions.**
   (1) Personnel. For use with any MOS in grade E8(P) and E9.
   (2) Positions. For use with E9 SGM positions in any MOS.

---

**Code:** 6T

**Title:** Military Auditor

**Proponent:** ASA (FM&C)

a. **Description of positions.** No position classification is required.

b. **Qualifications.** Awarded to Reserve Component Soldiers who have completed one of the following:
   (1) Must have successfully completed a degree in accounting or a degree in a related field such as business administration, finance, or public administration that included or was supplemented by 24 semester hours in accounting. The 24 hours may include up to 6 hours of credit in business law. The term accounting means accounting and/or auditing in this standard. Similarly, accountant should be interpreted generally as accountant and/or auditor.
   (2) Combination of education and experience--at least 4 years of experience in accounting or an equivalent combination of accounting experience, college-level education and training that provided professional accounting knowledge. The applicant’s background must also included one of the following:
      (a) Twenty-four semester hours in accounting or auditing courses of appropriate type and quality. This can include up to 6 hours of business law.
      (b) A certificate as Certified Public Accountant or a Certified Internal Auditor obtained through written examinations.
      (c) Completion of the requirements for a degree that included substantial course work in accounting or auditing, e.g., 15 semester hours, but that does not fully satisfy the 24 semester hour requirement of paragraph (1), provided that (a) the applicant has successfully worked at the full performance level in accounting, auditing or a related two field, e.g., valuation engineering or financial institution examining (b) a panel of at least two higher level professional accountants or auditors has determined that the applicant has demonstrated a good knowledge of accounting and of related and underlying fields that equals in breadth, depth, currency and level of advancement that which is normally associated with successful completion of the 4 year course of study described in paragraph (1), and (c) except for literal nonconformance to the requirement of 24 semester hours in accounting, the applicant’s education, training and experience fully meet the specified requirements.

c. **Restrictions.** For identification of Reserve Component personnel only. Use with any MOS.

---

**Code:** 6X

**Title:** Post Battalion Level Sergeant Major (SGM) Broadening Experience

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS)

**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to that expected of senior enlisted personnel developed through at least one duty assignment as a Battalion Level CSM/SGM and awarded PDPC ASI 6C or 6S.

b. **Qualifications.**
(1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 6C/6S or 7C/7S and have successfully served in a position as the principal enlisted advisor to a LTC/GS-14/equivalent commander, director, assistant director, or senior staff officer for a minimum of 17 months.

(2) Temporary award. NA.

(3) Permanent award. PDPC ASI 6X is awarded upon assignment to a Post Battalion Level Sergeant Major Broadening position.

c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 6X will be awarded by:

(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).

(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.

(3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. At this level, the incumbent is an operational leader shaping organizations/institutions for future success; understands organizational art and comprehends strategy; understands the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment; astutely manages priorities and transitions within operations and serves as a principal senior staff NCO enlisted matter expert advisor to a LTC/GS-14, director, assistant director, nominative or senior SGM or appropriate level leader from a allied partner nation.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 6X may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful assignment in an authorized Post Battalion level Broadening SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a Senior Staff NCO position.

f. Restrictions. For use with any MOS in grade E9.

---

Code: 6Z
Title: Strategic Studies Graduate
Proponent: HQDA G-3/5/7 (DAMO-SSF)

a. Description of positions. Identifies strategic operational planning personnel on Army joint and combined staffs.

b. Qualifications. Requires successful completion of one of the following programs of study:

(1) Strategic Studies Group (SSG), Office of CSA, HQDA.

(2) Strategic Broadening Seminar Program.

c. Restrictions. Personnel Only. For use with any MOS in grades E7-E9. May only be awarded by:

(1) Active Component. Human Resources Command.

(2) National Guard:
   (a) National Guard Bureau (NGB).
   (b) State/Territory Adjutant General.

(3) U.S. Army Reserve:
   (a) Human Resources Command.
   (b) U.S. Army Reserve Command.

---

Code: 7A (Eff 201510)
Title: THAAD Fire Control Communications (TFCC)/Radar Operator/Maintainer
Proponent: U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School (USAADASCH)

a. Description of positions. Designates Enlisted E3 and above in specific critical Air Defense Artillery Branch positions where the incumbent is responsible for operational duties and requires comprehensive knowledge and expertise in the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) and its subcomponents.

b. Qualifications.

(1) Soldier must be a graduate of the 14E Patriot Fire Control Operator/Maintainer Course and must be assigned to a THAAD Battery or Forward Base Mode Radar Battery.

(2) The ASI will be awarded only upon certification by USAADASCH to Enlisted personnel who have successfully completed the 10 week (TFCC/Radar Operator/Maintainer Course) at the USAADASCH, Ft Sill, OK, or

(3) The ASI will be awarded upon certification by the Air Defense Artillery Proponent Office (OCADA PDD) to Enlisted personnel who have successfully completed the Fire Control Track of the 8 week Fire Control/Launch Control Station TFCC NET course and the 10 week Radar NET course.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 14E only.

---

Code: 7C
Title: Brigade Level Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Experience
Proponent: U.S. Army Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS)

Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies CSM positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the authorized commanding officer is in the rank of Colonel (COL) (O6).

b. **Qualifications.**
   (1) Temporary award. Must have been selected for appointment to CSM by a CSM Centralized Selection List (CSL) Board and slated to assume a brigade level (COL Command) CSM position in an authorized organization.
   (2) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized brigade level (COL command) CSM position.

c. **Award authority.** PDPC ASI code 7C will be awarded by:
   (1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
   (2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
   (3) Army Reserve: U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. **Functions.** The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at brigade level and principle enlisted adviser to the commander. The CSM plans, coordinates, and supervises activities pertaining to organization, training, and combat operations and oversees the enforcement of policies and standards on performance, training, appearance and conduct of enlisted personnel.

e. **Withdrawal authority.** PDPC ASI 7C may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized brigade level (COL command) CSM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a CSM position. If not otherwise reduced to MSG, the Soldier will revert back to the last level of proficiency served successfully at the SGM level (6S/7S).

f. **Restrictions.**
   (1) Personnel. For use with any MOS (other than 00Z) in grade E9.
   (2) Positions. For use with E9 CSM positions in any MOS (other than 00Z).

---

**Code: 7D**

**Title:** Assignment Oriented Training (AOT)

**Proponent:** Army G-1 (DAPE-PPP)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in a specific assignment oriented training track for the MOS documented as specified in Table 12-6.

b. **Qualifications.** Awarded to Soldiers successfully completing qualification in a specific assignment oriented training track for an MOS as specified in table 12-6.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS identified in table 12-6 only.

---

**Code: 7E**

**Title:** Assignment Oriented Training (AOT)

**Proponent:** Army G-1 (DAPE-PRP)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in a specific assignment oriented training track for the MOS documented as specified in table 12-7.

b. **Qualifications.** Awarded to Soldiers successfully completing qualification in a specific assignment oriented training track for an MOS as specified in table 12-7.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS identified in table 12-7 only.

---

**Code: 7F (Effective 201710)**

**Title:** Chaplain Resources Manager

**Proponent:** CCH

a. **Description of positions.** Designates SSG and above in specific Chaplain Corps positions where the incumbent is responsible for religious support operations and requires comprehensive knowledge in budget formulation, justification, and presentation; accounting concepts, policies, and principles; financial stewardship; financial management and reporting; audit planning and management; and applicable laws; regulations, and policies for non-appropriated funds.

b. **Qualifications.** Requires successful completion of the USACHCS Chaplaincy Resources Manager (CRM) course after June 2013 and:
   (1) Planning, programming and budgeting systems course.
   (2) Contracting Officer Representative (COR) course, and
   (3) Training and experience in the military system (OJT). Requires 1 year satisfactory service in an identified position to include services as a Government Purchase Card Billing Official (GPCBO) or Alternate Billing Official (ABO).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 56M (SSG and above) only.
d. Exceptions. As an exception to policy and to maximize training opportunities in support of current and future operations, commanders may require training on a space available basis for CMF 56 noncommissioned officers in the ranks of SSG and above who are not programmed for an ASI coded position through the appropriate channels to Office of the Chief of Chaplains, Director, Sustainment and Information, ATTN: DACH-IZ, 2700 Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310-2700.

Code: 7G
Title: Red Team Leader
Proponent: U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions in COL,civilian equivalent and higher level commands/directorates/agencies requiring Soldiers qualified as leader of a Red Team that provides organizations an independent capability to fully explore alternatives in plans, operations, concepts, organizations and capabilities in the context of the operational environment and from the perspectives of our partners, adversaries, and others.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed the Red Team Leaders Course (9E-SI/ASI7G/920-ASI7G or 9E-SI/ASI7G/920-ASI7G ALT), at the University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies, Ft Leavenworth, KS.
c. Restrictions. For use with any enlisted MOS (skill level 4-5).

Code: 7J
Title: Red Team Member
Proponent: U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions in COL,civilian equivalent and higher level commands/directorates/agencies requiring Soldiers qualified as Red Team members under the supervision of a Red Team Leader to provide organizations an independent capability to fully explore alternatives in plans, operations, concepts, organizations and capabilities in the context of the operational environment and from the perspectives of our partners, adversaries, and others.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed the Red Team Members Course (9E-SI/ASI7J/920-ASI7J), at the University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies, Ft Leavenworth, KS.
c. Restrictions. For use with any enlisted MOS (skill level 4-5).

Code: 7S
Title: Primary Level Sergeant Major (SGM) Experience
Proponent: U.S. Army Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS)
Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI
a. Description of positions. Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to those expected of a Soldier in that career field serving in subsequent duty assignments after completion of their initial PDPC ASI 6S qualification.
b. Qualifications.
(1) Temporary award. Must have been awarded PDPC ASI 6S and be slated to assume a primary level SGM position in an authorized organization.
(2) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized primary level SGM position.
c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 7S will be awarded by:
(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
(3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.
d. Functions. At this level, the incumbent serves in senior staff NCO and managerial positions and is an organizational leader mastering how the Army works and prepares and executes plans across all echelons, establishes and promulgates long-term vision, executes systems within the ARFORGEN process and possesses the abilities to plan and conduct large unit combat operations while applying rules of engagement (ROE).
e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 7S may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized organizational level SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a SGM position at this level. If not otherwise reduced to MSG, the Soldier will revert back to PDPC 6S.
f. Restrictions.
(1) Personnel. For use with any MOS in grade E9.
(2) Positions. For use with E9 SGM positions in any MOS.

**Code:** 7X  
**Title:** Post Brigade Level Sergeant Major (SGM) Broadening Experience  
**Proponent:** OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI  

*a. Description of positions.* Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to that expected of senior enlisted personnel developed through at least one duty assignment as a Brigade Level CSM/SGM and awarded PDPC ASI 7C or 7S.

*b. Qualifications.*

(1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 7C or 7S and have successfully served in a position as the principal enlisted advisor to a COL/GS-15/equivalent commander, director, assistant director, or senior staff officer for a minimum of 17 months.

(2) Temporary award. NA.

(3) Permanent award. PDPC ASI 7X is awarded upon assignment to a Post Brigade Level Sergeant Major Broadening position.

*c. Award authority.* PDPC ASI code 7X will be awarded by:

(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).

(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.

(3) Army Reserve: U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

*d. Functions.* At this level, the incumbent is an operational leader shaping organizations/institutions for future success; understands organizational art and comprehends strategy; understands the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment; astutely manages priorities and transitions within operations and across organizations; serves as a principal senior staff NCO enlisted matter expert advisor to a COL/GS-15, director, assistant director, nominative SGM, or appropriate level leader from a allied partner nation.

*e. Withdrawal authority.* PDPC ASI 7X may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful assignment in an authorized Brigade level Broadening SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a Senior Staff NCO position.

*f. Restrictions.* For use with any MOS in grade E9.

---

**Code:** 7Y  
**Title:** Capabilities Development  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, Army Capabilities Integration Center  

*a. Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.

*b. Qualifications.* Must have successfully completed the Capabilities Development Course (2G-SI7Y/551-ASI7Y) conducted under the auspices of either:

(1) The U.S. Army logistics University (ALU), Ft Lee, VA.

(2) TRADOC approved Mobile Training Team (MTT).

*c. Restrictions.* For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS skill level 3 thru 6.

---

**Code:** 8C  
**Title:** General Officer Level 1 Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Experience  
**Proponent:** OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI  

*a. Description of positions.* Identifies CSM positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to Brigadier General (BG) (O7) level commanders.

*b. Qualifications.*

(1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 7C and have successfully served in a Brigade level (Colonel) command CSM position for a minimum of 17 months.

(2) Temporary award. Must have been selected for appointment to CSM through a nominative process and selected to assume a BG general officer level command CSM position in an authorized organization.

(3) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized BG general officer level command CSM position.

*c. Award authority.* PDPC ASI code 8C will be awarded by:
(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
(3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at higher level organizations and principle
enlisted adviser to the commander. The CSM is a strategic leader who comprehends strategy, astutely
manages complexity, and anticipates transitions within operations, comprehends strategy and masters
the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 8C may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that
preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized MG general officer level
command CSM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a CSM
position. If not otherwise reduced in grade, the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency
as determined by the award authority.

f. Restrictions.
(1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.
(2) Positions. For use with MOS 00Z CSM positions only.

Code: 8D
Title: General Officer Level 2 Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Experience
Proponent: OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)
Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. Description of positions. Identifies CSM positions in requirements and authorizations documents
where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to Major General (MG) (O8)
level commanders.

b. Qualifications.
(1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 7C or 8C and have successfully served in a Brigade (Colonel) or
higher level command CSM position for a minimum of 17 months.
(2) Temporary award. Must have been selected for appointment to CSM through a nominative process
and selected to assume a MG general officer level command CSM position in an authorized
organization.
(3) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized MG
genral officer level command CSM position.

c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 8D will be awarded by:
(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
(3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at higher level organizations and principle
enlisted adviser to the commander. The CSM is a strategic leader who comprehends strategy, astutely
manages complexity, and anticipates transitions within operations, comprehends strategy and masters
the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 8D may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that
preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized MG general officer level
command CSM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a CSM
position. If not otherwise reduced in grade, the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency
as determined by the award authority.

f. Restrictions.
(1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.
(2) Positions. For use with MOS 00Z CSM positions only.

Code: 8E
Title: General Officer Level 3 Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Experience
Proponent: OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)
Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. Description of positions. Identifies CSM positions in requirements and authorizations documents
where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to Lieutenant General
(LTG) (09) level commanders

b. Qualifications.
(1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 8C or 8D and have successfully served in a Brigadier General or
higher level command CSM position for a minimum of 17 months.
(2) Temporary award. Must have been selected for appointment to CSM through a nominative process and selected to assume a LTG general officer level command CSM position in an authorized organization.

(3) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized LTG general officer level command CSM position.

c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 8E will be awarded by:
   (1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
   (2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
   (3) Army Reserve: U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at higher level organizations and principle enlisted adviser to the commander. The CSM is a strategic leader who comprehends strategy, astutely manages complexity, and anticipates transitions within operations, comprehends strategy and masters the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 8E may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized LTG general officer level command CSM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a CSM position. If not otherwise reduced in grade the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency as determined by the award authority.

f. Restrictions.
   (1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.
   (2) Positions. For use with MOS 00Z CSM positions only.

---

Code: 8F
Title: General Officer Level 4 Command Sergeant Major (CSM) Experience
Proponent: OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)
Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. Description of positions. Identifies CSM positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to General (GEN) (O10) level commanders.

b. Qualifications.
   (1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 8E and have successfully served in a Lieutenant General level command CSM position for a minimum of 17 months.
   (2) Temporary award. Must have been selected for appointment to CSM through a nominative process and selected to assume a General general officer level command CSM position in an authorized organization.
   (3) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized GEN general officer level command CSM position.

c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 8F will be awarded by:
   (1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
   (2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
   (3) Army Reserve: U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at higher level organizations and principle enlisted adviser to the commander. The CSM is a strategic leader who comprehends strategy, astutely manages complexity, and anticipates transitions within operations, comprehends strategy and masters the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 8F may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized GEN general officer level command CSM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a CSM position. If not otherwise reduced in grade the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency as determined by the award authority.

f. Restrictions.
   (1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.
   (2) Positions. For use with MOS 00Z CSM positions only.

---

Code: 8J
Title: Master Resilience Trainer-Facilitator
Proponent: HQDA DCS-G3/5/7
Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI
a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI 8J. ASI is for use with personnel only.

b. **Description of Requirements.** Students who attend the ten day MRT Course are assessed objectively (depth of knowledge through written checks on learning and Q&A, use of MRT lexicon, performance oriented practical exercises), and subjectively (through class participation, presentation style and motivation) by the MRT training team. Students who excel in the MRT course are invited to attend the five day MRT Facilitator Course. This next level course trains selected MRTs to assist the Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness Program in the delivery of training at the MRT Course. The Facilitator’s role is to assist the MRT Trainer in managing the breakout classroom environment (timing, capturing learning points from students, etc). The MRT-F generates discussions for students with a ratio of 1:6 to teach, learn and the application of the 12 skills. The MRT-F Course is designed to build the MRT’s depth of knowledge and develop a facilitation style that maximizes the MRT learning environment. The MRT-F graduates are not qualified to do anything different at the unit level, however, as a result of having a greater exposure to the MRT curriculum, MRT facilitators could be used to guide resilience programs at higher echelons. Facilitators are not authorized to conduct MRT courses that train certified MRTs or award the 8R ASI. The MRT’s can only be certified by HQDA DCS G-3/5/7 DAMO CSFF.

c. **Prerequisites.**
   Must successfully complete the ASI 8R ten day course at the (a) University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia; (b) Leader Development Division, Fort Jackson, SC, or Fort McCoy, Wisconsin and Fort Custer, Michigan for the National Guard and Reserve or at (d) various installations by Mobile Training Teams (CONUS or OCONUS).

d. **Qualifications.**
   1. Must successfully complete the Master Resilience Trainer 9E-ASI 8R Course.
   2. Selected by Master Resilience Trainer Course Leadership and DAMO-CSFF.
   3. Must have six months of Master Resilience Trainer experience.
   4. Must successfully complete an additional five day Master Resilience Trainer-Facilitator Course 5K-F40/520-F13 at University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, or Leader Development Division Fort Jackson, SC.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with personnel only. For use with Soldiers in any MOS in grades E5-E8.

**Code:** 8K  
**Title:** Master Resilience Trainer-Assistant Primary Instructor  
**Proponent:** HQDA DCS-G3/5/7  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

---

---
3. Selected by MRT Course Leadership and Department of the Army Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness (DAMO-CSFF).

4. Must successfully complete an additional five day MRT Course at University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

5. Must have at least six months of MRT-F experience and/or trained three classes as a MRT-Facilitator.

Restrictions. For use with personnel only. For use with Soldiers in any MOS in grades E5-E8.

**Code:** 8L  
**Title:** Master Resilience Trainer-Primary Instructor  
**Proponent:** HQDA DCS-G3/5/7  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 8L. ASI is for use with personnel only.

b. Description of Requirements. The MRT PI is the lead instructor for the MRT course. The PI is responsible for plenary session instruction and oversees breakout group instruction. The PI presents key material, debriefs exercises that were completed in breakout groups, maintains appropriate balance among didactic presentation, experiential learning and consolidation of the material and sets the overall tone of the class. The PI is responsible for creating a positive, reflective and energetic learning environment in the plenary room and consistency of instruction in the breakout groups. The PI provides leadership for his/her team of trainers and facilitators and ensures the smooth delivery of training in order to optimize participants’ absorption of the material. Selectees will have completed all previous levels of training and gained experience at each level. They must have mastery of the MRT curriculum; a strong teaching skill set, and extensive knowledge of the Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness Program. The ten day Primary Instructor Course is intense and consists of didactics and practical exercises, as well as student led instruction in order to demonstrate depth of content knowledge and teaching ability with a ratio of 1:120 students per class.

c. Prerequisites.

1. Must successfully complete the ASI 8R ten day course at the (a) University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia; (b) Leader Development Division, Fort Jackson, SC, or Fort McCoy, Wisconsin and Fort Custer, Michigan for the National Guard and Reserve or at (d) various installations by Mobile Training Teams (CONUS or OCONUS).


3. Master Resilience Trainer-Assistant Primary Instructor (API).

d. Qualifications.

1. Must successfully complete the Master Resilience Trainer-Assistant Primary Instructor course.

2. Must be selected by the MRT Course Leadership and Department of the Army Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness (DAMO-CSFF) Director.

3. Must successfully complete an additional ten day Master Resilience Trainer-Primary Instructor Course at University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

4. Must have a minimum of six months of the Master Resilience Trainer-Assistant Primary Instructor experience and/or trained at least six classes as a Master Resilience Trainer-Assistant Primary Instructor.

c. Restrictions. For use with personnel only. For use with Soldiers in any MOS in grades E5-E8.

---

**Code:** 8P  
**Title:** Competitive Parachutist  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School

a. Description of positions. Identifies TDA positions in the U.S. Army Parachute Team that require Soldiers qualified as Army competitive parachutists.

b. Qualifications. Must be certified by the Cdr, U.S. Army Parachute Team and be assigned against a valid Army competitive parachutist position.

c. Restrictions. For use with any MOS in grades SGT and above.

---

**Code:** 8R  
**Title:** Master Resilience Trainer (MRT)  
**Proponent:** HQDA Army G-3/5/7 (DAMO-CSFF)  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI 8R. ASI is for use with personnel only.
b. **Qualifications.** PDPC ASI 8R. Must successfully complete the ten day Master Resilience Training Course (MRTC) conducted under the auspices of HQDA G-3/5/7 (DAMO-CSFF) at either:
   (1) under contract at the University of Pennsylvania.
   (2) under Army administration at the Victory University, Fort Jackson, SC.

c. **Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. Use with any MOS in grade E5 (Drill Sergeant/AIT Platoon Sergeant) and E5-E8.

---

**Code:** 8S  
**Title:** Senior Level 1 Sergeant Major (SGM) Experience  
**Proponent:** OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to Brigadier General (BG)/Senior Executive Service (SES) Level V commanders, directors and senior staff officers. The duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to that expected of the most senior enlisted personnel developed through multiple duty assignments and previous award of PDPC ASI 7S.

b. **Qualifications.**
   
   (1) **Prerequisite.** Must hold PDPC ASI 7S and have successfully served in a position as the principal enlisted advisor to a Colonel/GS-15/equivalent commander, director or senior staff officer for a minimum of 17 months.
   
   (2) **Temporary award.** Must have been awarded PDPC ASI 7S and be slated to assume a senior level 1 SGM senior staff NCO position in an authorized organization.
   
   (3) **Permanent award.** Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized senior level 1 SGM senior staff NCO position.

c. **Award authority.** PDPC ASI code 8S will be awarded by:
   
   (1) **Active Component:** Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
   
   (2) **National Guard:** State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
   
   (3) **Army Reserve:** U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. **Functions.** At this level, the incumbent is a strategic leader shaping institutions for future success; masters organizational art and comprehends strategy; masters the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment; coordinates and synchronizes combine operations with Allied and Coalition forces; astutely manages complexity and anticipates transitions within operations and serves as a principal senior staff NCO enlisted subject matter expert adviser to BG/SES V level senior leaders.

e. **Withdrawal authority.** PDPC ASI 8S may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized senior level 1 SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a SGM position at this level. If not otherwise reduced in grade, the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency as determined by the award authority.

f. **Restrictions.**
   
   (1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.
   
   (2) Positions. For use with E9 SGM positions in MOS 00Z only.

---

**Code:** 8T  
**Title:** Senior Level 2 Sergeant Major (SGM) Experience  
**Proponent:** OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to Major General (MG)/Senior Executive Service (SES) Level IV commanders, directors and senior staff officers. The duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to that expected of the most senior enlisted personnel developed through multiple duty assignments and previous award of PDPC ASI 7S or 8S.

b. **Qualifications.**
   
   (1) **Prerequisite.** Must hold PDPC ASI 7S or 8S and have successfully served in a position as the principal enlisted advisor to a Colonel/GS-15/equivalent or higher level commander, director or senior staff officer for a minimum of 17 months.
(2) Temporary award. Must have been awarded PDPC ASI 7S or 8S and be slated to assume a senior level 2 SGM senior staff NCO position in an authorized organization.

(3) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized senior level 2 SGM senior staff NCO position.

c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 8T will be awarded by:

(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).

(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.

(3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. At this level, the incumbent is a strategic leader shaping institutions for future success; masters organizational art and comprehends strategy; masters the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment; coordinates and synchronizes combine operations with Allied and Coalition forces; astutely manages complexity and anticipates transitions within operations and serves as a principal senior staff NCO enlisted subject matter expert adviser to MG/SES IV level senior leaders.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 8T may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized senior level 2 SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a SGM position at this level. If not otherwise reduced in grade, the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency as determined by the award authority.

f. Restrictions.

(1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.

(2) Positions. For use with E9 SGM positions in MOS 00Z only.

Code: 8U

Title: Senior Level 3 Sergeant Major (SGM) Experience

Proponent: OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)

Special designation: Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

a. Description of positions. Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to Lieutenant General (LTG)/Senior Executive Service (SES) Level III commanders, directors and senior staff officers. The duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to that expected of the most senior enlisted personnel developed through multiple duty assignments and previous award of PDPC ASI 8S or 8T.

b. Qualifications.

(1) Prerequisite. Must hold PDPC ASI 8S or 8T and have successfully served in a position as the principal enlisted advisor to a Brigadier General/SES Level V/equivalent or higher level commander, director or senior staff officer for a minimum of 17 months.

(2) Temporary award. Must have been awarded PDPC ASI 8S or 8T and be slated to assume a senior level 3 SGM senior staff NCO position in an authorized organization.

(3) Permanent award. Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized senior level 3 SGM senior staff NCO position.

c. Award authority. PDPC ASI code 8U will be awarded by:

(1) Active Component: Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).

(2) National Guard: State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.

(3) Army Reserve. U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

d. Functions. At this level, the incumbent is a strategic leader shaping institutions for future success; masters organizational art and comprehends strategy; masters the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment; coordinates and synchronizes combine operations with Allied and Coalition forces; astutely manages complexity and anticipates transitions within operations and serves as a principal senior staff NCO enlisted subject matter expert adviser to LTG/SES III level senior leaders.

e. Withdrawal authority. PDPC ASI 8U may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized senior level 3 SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a SGM position at this level. If not otherwise reduced in grade, the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency as determined by the award authority.

f. Restrictions.

(1) Personnel. For use with MOS 00Z only.
(2) Positions. For use with E9 SGM positions in MOS 00Z only.

**Code:** 8V  
**Title:** Senior Level 4 Sergeant Major (SGM) Experience  
**Proponent:** OSMA Sergeants Major Management Office (SMMO)  
**Special designation:** Professional development proficiency code (PDPC) ASI

*a. Description of positions.* Identifies SGM senior staff NCO positions in requirements and authorizations documents where the incumbent is rated by and serves as the principal enlisted advisor to General (GEN)/Senior Executive Service (SES) Level I/II commanders, directors and senior staff officers. The duties, responsibilities and knowledge required of the position equates to that expected of the most senior enlisted personnel developed through multiple duty assignments and previous award of PDPC ASI 8S, 8T or 8U.

*b. Qualifications.*

1. **Prerequisite.** Must hold PDPC ASI 8S, 8T or 8U and have successfully served in a position as the principal enlisted advisor to a Brigadier General/SES Level V/equivalent or higher level commander, director or senior staff officer for a minimum of 17 months.

2. **Temporary award.** Must have been awarded PDPC ASI 8S, 8T or 8U and be slated to assume a senior level 4 SGM senior staff NCO position in an authorized organization.

3. **Permanent award.** Must have successfully served a minimum of one year in an authorized senior level 4 SGM senior staff NCO position.

*c. Award authority.* PDPC ASI code 8V will be awarded by:

1. **Active Component:** Human Resources Command (AHRC-EPS).
2. **National Guard:** State/Territory reclassification authority or National Guard Bureau.
3. **Army Reserve:** U.S. Army Reserve Command or Human Resources Command.

*d. Functions.* At this level, the incumbent is a strategic leader shaping institutions for future success; masters organizational art and comprehends strategy; masters the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment; coordinates and synchronizes combine operations with Allied and Coalition forces; astutely manages complexity and anticipates transitions within operations and serves as a principal senior staff NCO enlisted subject matter expert adviser to GEN/SES I/II level senior leaders.

*e. Withdrawal authority.* PDPC ASI 8V may be withdrawn by the award authority for circumstances that preclude successful completion of a minimum one year tour in an authorized senior level 4 SGM position or for conduct/disciplinary actions not conducive to continued service in a SGM position at this level. If not otherwise reduced in grade the Soldier will revert back to a previous level of proficiency as determined by the award authority.

*f. Restrictions.*

1. **Personnel.** For use with MOS 00Z only.
2. **Positions.** For use with E9 SGM positions in MOS 00Z only.

---

**Code:** 9B  
**Title:** Cornet or Trumpet Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music

*a. Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on cornet or trumpet with an Army Band, or play bugle calls at ceremonies as appropriate.

*b. Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA) at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications Musicians in all COMPOs.

*c. Restrictions.* For use with MOS 42R only.

---

**Code:** 9C  
**Title:** Euphonium Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music

*a. Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on euphonium with an Army Band.

*b. Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications Musicians in all COMPOs.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9D  
**Title:** French Horn Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on french horn with an Army Band.  
b. *Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs  
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9E  
**Title:** Trombone Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on trombone with an Army Band.  
b. *Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs  
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9F  
**Title:** Tuba Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on tuba with an Army Band.  
b. *Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs  
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9G  
**Title:** Flute Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on flute and piccolo with an Army Band.  
b. *Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs  
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9H  
**Title:** Oboe Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on oboe and English horn with an Army Band. Soldier must also double on another instrument Appropriate for marching band.  
b. *Qualifications.* Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs  
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9J  
**Title:** Clarinet Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on clarinet with an Army Band.
b. **Qualifications.** Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9K  
**Title:** Bassoon Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on bassoon with an Army Band. Soldier must also double on another instrument appropriate for marching band.

b. **Qualifications.** Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9L  
**Title:** Saxophone Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on saxophone with an Army Band.

b. **Qualifications.** Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9M  
**Title:** Percussion Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on percussion with an Army Band.

b. **Qualifications.** Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9N  
**Title:** Keyboard Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on keyboard instruments with an Army Band.

b. **Qualifications.** Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9T  
**Title:** Guitar Player  
**Proponent:** Chief, Army Music  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on guitar with an Army Band.

b. **Qualifications.** Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42R only.

**Code:** 9U  
**Title:** Electric Bass Player
Proponent: Chief, Army Music

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform on electric bass with an Army Band.

b. Qualifications. Individual must be certified as technically qualified using the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA), at the AIT, ALC, and SLC levels as prescribed by the Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

Code: 9V
Title: Vocalist

Proponent: Chief, Army Music

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform as vocalist with an Army Band.

b. Qualifications. Individual must be successfully complete the Army Bands Vocal Music Course (AIT) conducted by the U.S. Army School of Music (USASOM) or individual must be certified as technically qualified as defined by the Army Musician Proficiency Assessment (AMPA) as prescribed by the Commandant, USASOM. Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications and awards the PMOS and ASI for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

Code: 9X
Title: Music Support Technician

Proponent: Chief, Army Music

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring qualification as a Music Support Technician requiring Soldiers to manipulate sound reinforcement, lighting and multi-media equipment with an Army Band.

b. Qualifications. Individual must be certified as technically qualified by completing the Sound Reinforcement Technician Course or complete an internship with the Army’s Special Bands or complete Commercial training that provides instruction in completion of all listed tasks from the Navy Sound Reinforcement Technician Course (A-450-0018). Commandant, U.S. Army School of Music certifies technical qualifications and awards ASI for Musicians in all COMPOs

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42R only.

Code: A1 (Rescind 201610)
Title: M270A1 Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS)/High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS)

Proponent: U.S. Army Field Artillery Center

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to operate and maintain the M270A1 MLRS and/or the HIMARS launcher system.

b. Qualifications.
   (1) MOS 13M must complete one of the following:
      (a) Must complete the M270A1 MLRS Launcher Transition course conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Field Artillery School (SPC(P)-SFC only).
      (b) Must complete the M270A1 track during Advanced Individual Training (AIT) conducted at the U.S. Army Field Artillery School (PVT-SPC).
      (c) Must complete the M270A1 MLRS Launcher New Equipment Training (NET) course during equipment fielding conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Field Artillery School (all grades).
      (d) Must complete the HIMARS New equipment Training (NET) course during equipment fielding conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Field Artillery School (all grades).
   (2) MOS 94P must complete one of the following:
      (a) M270A1 MLRS Launcher Transition Course conducted under the auspices of the Ordnance Munitions and Electronics Maintenance School.
      (b) M270A1 MLRS Launcher New Equipment Training (NET) Course during equipment fielding conducted under the auspices of the Ordnance Munitions and Electronics Maintenance School.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 13M only.

Code: A2 (Rescind 201710)
Title: Aviation Safety

Proponent: U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to maintain records, supervise, and advise on all aspects of aviation safety.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Aviation Accident Prevention Course (AAPC) approved by the U.S. Army Safety Center through resident or on-site training.


**Code: A3 (Rescind 201610)**
**Title:** Force Development (TAADS)
**Proponent:** USACASCOM

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions full time and part time, requiring Soldiers who are qualified in TAADS functions (manpower/force development or equipment/force development procedures).

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Manpower and Force Management Course, Ft Lee, VA.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 42A (skill level 4 and above).

**Code: A7 (Rescind 201710)**
**Title:** Field Artillery Master Gunner (FAMG)
**Proponent:** U.S Army Field Artillery Center


b. Qualifications. Must complete the Field Artillery Master Gunner Course at the U.S. Army Field Artillery Center, Ft Sill, OK.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 13B, 13D, 13M and 13P only. Skill level 4 only.

**Code: A8**
**Title:** Master Gunnery M1/M1A1 Tank
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to assess status of M1/M1A1 unit gunnery training and vehicle mounted weapons maintenance. Develops and conducts gunnery training programs for the M1/M1A1 tank.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Master Gunnery-M1/M1A1 Tank Course, Ft. Benning, GA.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 19K and 19Z only.

**Code: A9**
**Title:** UH-60M Helicopter Qualification
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Warfighting Center

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained on the UH-60M aircraft.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete either New Equipment Training (NET) or one of the UH-60M transition courses listed below conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Aviation Logistics School, Ft Eustis, VA:

(1) 602-15F2/30 (T) (MOS 15F).
(2) 102 15N2/30 (T) (MOS 15N).
(3) 600-15T2/30 (UH-60M) (T) (MOS 15T).

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 15F, 15N and 15T only.

**Code: B1**
**Title:** Infantry Mortar NCO Leader
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School
a. *Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for ASI B1. For use with personnel only.
b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the Infantry Mortar Leaders Course conducted by the U.S. Army Infantry School, Ft Benning, GA.
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 11C only (personnel only).

**Code:** B2  
**Title:** Light Leaders Course  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School  

a. *Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.  
b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the 3 week Light Leaders Course conducted under the auspices of the United States Army Infantry School (USAIS), Fort Benning, GA.  
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 11B in skill level 2 and above only. For use with personnel only.

**Code:** B3  
**Title:** LUH-72 Helicopter Reapirer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE)  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained on the LUH-72 aircraft.  
b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete either the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) training or the LUH-72 maintenance transition course 961/000-F1 15T2/30/40 (LUH) (T) (MOS 15T) conducted under the auspices of the Western Army Aviation National Guard Training Site (WAATS).  
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 15T (Component II) only.

**Code:** B4  
**Title:** Sniper  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified as snipers.  
b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the Sniper Course, conducted under the auspices of the United States Army Infantry School (USAIS), Ft Benning, GA.  
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 11B only.

**Code:** B6  
**Title:** Combat Engineer Heavy Track  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School  
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate, perform operator maintenance, and supervise combat engineer heavy track vehicles.  
b. *Qualifications.*  
   (1) Must successfully complete the Combat Engineer Heavy Track Course, Ft Leonard Wood, MO or  
   (2) Skill level 2 and 3 Soldiers will receive ASI training from the New Equipment Training Team or Train the Trainer. Once training has been certified, documents will be signed by LTC or higher and submitted for awarding of ASI to the local servicing personnel office.  
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 12B (skill levels 1 through 3).

**Code:** B7  
**Title:** Bradley Transition Course  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School  
a. *Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.  
b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the 3 week Bradley Transition Course conducted by the U.S. Army Infantry School, Ft Benning, GA.  
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 11B in skill level 2 and above only. For use with personnel only.

**Code:** B8  
**Title:** Heavy Weapons Leader Course  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School  
a. *Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.  
b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the three week Heavy Weapons Leaders Course (2E-F206/101ASIB8) conducted under the auspices of the US Army Infantry School, Ft Benning, GA.  
c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 11B in skill level 2 and above only. For use with personnel only.

**Code:** B9 (Rescind 201610)  
**Title:** Bradley M2A3/M3A3 Operator/System Maintainer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School

b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete one of the following:
   2. New equipment training team (NET) conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School MOS 19D.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 19D.

**Code:** B9 *(Effective 201610)*  
**Title:** Bradley M2A3/M3A3 Operator/System Maintainer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School

---

**Code:** C1  
**Title:** General Support Band Qualified  
**Proponent:** Chief of Army Bands

---

**Code:** C2  
**Title:** Dragon Gunnery  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School

---

**Code:** C3  
**Title:** Well Drilling  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School

---

**Code:** C4  
**Title:** Crane Operator  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 12N (skill level 1-2 only).

**Code:** C5  
**Title:** Court Reporter  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Judge Advocate General Legal Center and School  
**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions in staff and command judge advocate sections, legal/mobilization services organizations, and court-martial trial teams (JAGSO) requiring Soldiers qualified to record and prepare verbatim transcripts of the testimony, arguments, and activities of courts-martial, and administrative and other boards.  
**b. Qualifications.** Soldiers must have:  
1. Grade of 12.9 on English reading, language, and spelling portion of the Test of Adult Basic Education, Form D (TABE-A).  
2. Minimum typing speed of 35 net words per minute.  
3. Letter of recommendation from Sr Court Reporter, CLNCO or Legal Administrator, and SJA (JAGSO Cdr).  
4. Minimum 24 months TIS remaining upon completion of course.  
5. Mandatory formal training. Completion of court reporter course of instruction conducted at The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School.  
**c. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 27D (skill level 1-4) only.

**Code:** C6  
**Title:** Cavalry Leader  
**Proponent:** U.S. Armor School  
**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained in reconnaissance and security fundamentals, to include troop and squadron level mission analysis, understanding of planning considerations, mission command, planning for and employing mounted and dismounted organic assets, employment and integration of various supporting assets including UAS, logistics, Army and Air Force manned aircraft, and SIGINT/MASINT platforms as listed below:  
1. One per Cavalry Troop for planning/operations.  
2. One per ABCT and SBCT Cavalry Squadron operations cell for planning/operations.  
**b. Description of functions.** The graduates are to develop higher level fundamental skills in Reconnaissance and security functions, including troop and squadron level mission analysis understanding of planning considerations, mission command through verbal and written applications, planning for and employing mounted and dismounted organic assets, employment and integration of various supporting assets including UAS, logistics, Army and Air Force manned aircraft and SIGINT/MASINT platforms.  
**c. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Cavalry Leader Course under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School at Fort Benning, Georgia.  
**d. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 19D and MOS 19Z (E7-E8) only.

**Code:** C7  
**Title:** Unit Level Logistics System-Aviation (Enhanced) ULLS-A(E) Tech Supply  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Quartermaster Center & School (USAQMC&S)  
**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified and trained to perform duties associated with ULLS-A(E) in aviation units.  
**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the ULLS-A(E) Course at the USAQMC&S, on site training given by the USAQMC&S Mission training Team (MTT), Project Manager Logistics Information System (PMLIS) and/or Fort Lee approved NET during initial fielding and certified by a LTC or higher in the chain of command.  
**c. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 92A (skill level 1 and 2 only).

**Code:** C8 (Effective 201710)  
**Title:** Air Defense Airspace Management (ADAM) / Brigade Aviation Element (BAE)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School  
**a. Description of positions.** Designates CMF 14 and CMF 15 positions in Air Defense Airspace Management (ADAM) and Brigade Aviation Element (BAE) Crews. Soldiers must perform continuous planning and execution of Airspace Management and Air Ground Integration within Army, and Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) Environments.  
**b. Qualifications.** Soldiers must have successfully completed:  
1. Course 2G-F97/043-F18, ADA Airspace Coordination Digital (prior to FY13) or
(2) Course 2C-F109/556-F1, Brigade Aviation Element (prior to FY13) or (3) Course 2G-F110/043-F33, ADAM/BAE Air Ground Integration

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 14G, 15P, and 15Q only.

**Code:** C9

**Title:** Mast and Electric Power Plant Maintenance

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies skill level 1 and 2 positions requiring Soldiers qualified to perform maintenance of the Patriot hydraulic-pneumatic mast group (consisting of the mast control, hydraulic mast group, pneumatic components, distribution box and interface coupling) and the Electric Power Plant III (EPP III).

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Tactical Power Generation Specialist Course (MOS 91D) prior to attendance.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 14G, 15P, and 15Q only.

**Code:** D1 (Rescind 201610)

**Title:** Defense Message System (DMS)/Tactical Message System (TMS) Systems Administrator

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Signal Center

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies Soldiers qualified in the operations and administration of the Defense Message System and Tactical Messaging System.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Tactical Message System (TMS) Administration Course (531-ASIDI) at Ft Gordon, GA.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 25B only.

**Code:** D2

**Title:** Military Horseman

**Proponent:** 3D U.S. Infantry Regiment (The Old Guard)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies personnel with basic horsemanship skills in all aspects of horsemanship, to include riding and ceremonial tack identification and application, horse safety, proper groundwork, riding to include western and ceremonial. Personnel will be trained in basic equine medical aid, knowledge of basic horse anatomy as well as maintaining the health and welfare of military working horses.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the nine week U.S. Army Caisson Platoon Basic Horsemanship Course, Fort Belvoir VA Equine Training Facility.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with personnel only. For use with any AOC.

**Code:** D6 (Rescind 201610)

**Title:** Bradley Fighting Vehicle Operations and Maintenance

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate or maintain the Bradley Fighting Vehicle.

b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed one of the following:

   2. Bradley TOW Vehicle Gunner/Crew Training during OSUT; or Bradley Leader Course at Ft Benning, GA; or, receive New Equipment Training (NET) conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Infantry School (11B and 12B).
   3. Bradley Leadership Course at Ft Benning, GA for MOS 12B.
   4. Bradley Fire Support Vehicle (BFIST) Operations Course or the BFIST Commanders Course at Ft Sill or have successfully completed NET conducted under the auspices of U.S. Army Field Artillery School (13F).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 11B, 12B, 13F and 19D only.

**Code:** D3

**Title:** Basic Digital Network Analyst (BDNA)

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained and qualified as digital network analysts in the functional area of computer network operations.

b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the Basic Digital Network Analysis (BDNA) Course at the Naval Technical Training Center Pensacola, FL or equivalent training. Equivalent training must be validated by Hq USAINSCOM, G3, Army Cryptologic Operations (ACO) office (IAOP-ACO).
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35N, 35P, 35S (skill level 1-4), 35T (skill level 1-4), and 35V.

**Code:** D7  
**Title:** Protective Services Specialist  
**Proponent:** Cdr, U.S. Army Military Police Center and School  

a. **Description of Positions.** There are no positions identified for the ASI. For use with personnel only.  
b. **Qualifications.** Soldiers who successfully complete the following course.  
   Protective Services Training Course taught at Fort Leonard Wood, MO.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 31B and 31D (Personnel only).

**Code:** D8  
**Title:** Joint Assault Bridge (JAB)/Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to repair and maintain the Joint Assault Bridge (JAB) and/or the Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV) systems.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the:  
   (1) Joint Assault Bridge (JAB)/Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV) Maintainer course at the Armor School, Ft Benning, GA.  
   (2) Receive New Equipment Training (NET) on the Joint Assault Bridge (JAB) and/or the Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV).  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 91A only.

**Code:** E3  
**Title:** Executive Administrative Assistant  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Adjutant General School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers skill level 1 through 3 qualified to perform at a high level of English grammar proficiency, transcribe dictation from mechanical equipment, prepare/type correspondence, perform protocol and social etiquette responsibilities, and perform related secretarial and administrative duties.  
b. **Qualifications.**  
   (1) A physical profile (PULHES) of 323122.  
   (2) A minimum score of 105 in aptitude area ST.  
   (3) Be eligible for a SECRET clearance, and have a favorable Entrance National Agency Check (ENTAC) of National Agency Check (NAC) on file.  
   (5) A grade of 12.0 or higher on the English portion of the Test of Adult Basic Education, Form D (TABE-A) and the ability to type 35 net words per minute (NWPM) upon entry to the resident course.  
   (6) Successful completion of the Executive Administrative Assistant Course, Ft Jackson, SC.  
   (7) Executive Administrative Assistants must possess the ability to type at a minimum speed of 45 NWPM upon completion of course.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 42A in skill level 1 through 3 only.

**Code:** E4  
**Title:** Cyber Mission Force Service  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER)  

a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.  
   **Qualifications.**  
   1. Directly engaged in active Defensive Cyberspace Operations (DCO), Offensive Cyberspace Operations (OCO), Cyber Planning, Intelligence support to Cyber or Cyber Law.  
   2. Personnel who have served 12 months prior to 1 March 2014 on the Cyber Mission Force Operations may be awarded ASI E4 upon submission of DA Form 4187 to the ARCYBER G1/SGM (ARCC-PE), usarmy.meade.arcyber.mbx.pss-actions@mail.mil.  
   3. Approval authority for award of ASI is ARCYBER Commander or designated representative.  
c. **Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS in skill level 1-4.

**Code:** E5  
**Title:** Instrument Maintenance (Power Station)  
**Proponent:** U.S Army Engineer School
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform unit and direct support and general support maintenance and calibration of electrical power plant monitoring and control instrumentation equipment.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Prime Power Production Specialist Course, Ft Belvoir, VA.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 12P only.

Code: E6  
Title: Interactive On-Net Operator 
Proponent: U.S. Army Cyber Center of Excellence and Ft Gordon 

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to operate as Interactive On-Net Operator.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Remote Interactive On-net Training (RIOT) (CYBR3420) conducted under the auspices of the National Security Agency, Ft Meade, MD.

c. Award process. Submit requests for award of ASI E6 to include a certificate of training completion or transcript to U.S. Army Cyber School, ATTN: Office of the Chief of Cyber, Fort Gordon, GA 30905-5300 for verification and approval.

d. Restrictions. For use with positions and personnel in MOS 35Q and MOS 17C.

Code: E8  
Title: Explosive Ordnance Clearance Agent (EOCA) 
Proponent: U.S Army Engineer School 

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to investigate, detect, locate, mark, report and prepare protective works for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO). Includes in place disposal of UXO, when authorized by Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel.

b. Qualifications. 
   (1) Must successfully complete the EOCA course at the U.S. Army Engineer School, Ft Leonardwood, MO.
   (2) Must have interim SECRET eligibility or ENTAC prior to beginning the course.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 12B (SPC-SFC) and 12Z (MSG).

Code: E9  
Title: M901 (ITV) Gunner/Crew Training 
Proponent: U.S. Army Infantry School 

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in ITV operations.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the ITV Gunner/Crew Training Course at Ft Benning, GA or Ft Knox, KY.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 11B only.

Code: F1  
Title: Biological Integrated Detection System (BIDS)/Joint Biological Point Detection System (JBPDS) Repairer 
Proponent: U.S. Army Ordnance School 

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to repair and maintain Biological Integrated Detection System (BIDS)/Joint Biological Point Detection System (JBPDS) equipment.

b. Qualifications. Must meet one of the following:
   (1) Successfully complete the BIDS/JBPDS Repairer Course at Ordnance Electronics Maintenance Training Department (OEMTD), Ft Gordon, GA.
   (2) Receive New Equipment/Organizational Training (NET/OT) on the Biological Integrated Detection System (BIDS)/Joint Biological Point Detection System (JBPDS) equipment.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 94F only.

Code: F2 (Rescind 201710)  
Title: Nationally Registered Flight Paramedic 
Proponent: U.S. Army Medical Department Center and School 

a. Description of positions. Identifies flight paramedic positions requiring Soldiers who are Nationally Registered Paramedic (NRP) Certified. The Nationally Registered Flight Paramedic has the primary requisite skill sets to provide critical pre-hospital trauma care, trauma management, advanced cardiac life
support care and management to patients, as well as ability to administer blood products during aerial evacuation above and beyond the traditional skill sets of a NREMT Certified 68W, Health Care Specialist.

b. Qualifications.
   1. Meet and maintain all sustainment requirements for MOS 68W.
   2. Have successfully passed the NRP certification examination and maintain all sustainment requirements IAW the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians.
   3. Possess a current and qualified Class 3 Flight Physical.
   4. Meet all requirements for award of ASI F3 (Aero-Medical Evacuation Rotary Wing).
   5. Within 24 months after obtaining NRP Certification, attend the Flight Medic Critical Care Clinical Skills Course conducted at AMEDDCS; or obtain Critical Care Emergency Medical Transport Paramedic Training (CCEMT-P) Certificate; or obtain Flight Paramedic Certification (FPC). Soldiers that do not meet this requirement will no longer be eligible for award of ASI F2.
   6. Soldiers that meet the above criteria may submit their request to be awarded ASI F2 to: Chief, Enlisted Division, AMEDD Personnel Proponent Directorate, Ft. Sam Houston, Texas at appd.enlisted@amedd.army.mil.

c. Restrictions.
   1. For use with personnel only for MOS 68W in grades SPC through SFC.
   2. For use with positions only for MOS 68W in grades SPC through SSG.

---

**Code:** F2 (Effective 201710)  
**Title:** Nationally Registered Flight Paramedic  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Medical Department Center and School  

a. Description of positions. Identifies flight paramedic positions requiring Soldiers who are Nationally Registered Paramedic (NRP) Certified. The Nationally Registered Flight Paramedic has the primary requisite skill sets to provide critical pre-hospital trauma care, trauma management, advanced cardiac life support care and management to patients, as well as ability to administer blood products during aerial evacuation above and beyond the traditional skill sets of a NREMT Certified 68W, Health Care Specialist.

b. Qualifications.
   1. Meet and maintain all sustainment requirements for MOS 68W.
   2. Have successfully passed the NRP certification examination and maintain all sustainment requirements IAW the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians.
   3. Possess a current and qualified Class 3 Flight Physical.
   4. Must successfully complete the following AMEDDC&S Courses:
      (a) 081-300-F1, Flight Paramedic Course (68W Soldiers who apply for ASI F2 and are already NRP qualified will be exempt from requiring this course).
      (b) 081-300-F2, Critical Care Paramedic Course (68W Soldiers who apply and have obtained Critical Care Emergency Medical Transport Paramedic Training (CCEMT-P) Certificate or Flight Paramedic Certification (FPC) with appropriate clinical experience as determined by the course director will be exempt from requiring this course).
      (c) 871-300-F3, AMEDD Aviation Crewmember Course (68W Soldiers who previously held 68W ASI F3 and completed 871-300-F6, Flight Medic Course will be exempt from requiring this course).
   5. Soldiers that meet the above criteria may submit their request to be awarded ASI F2 to: Chief, Enlisted Division, AMEDD Personnel Proponent Directorate, 2377 Greeley Road, STE A, Joint base San Antonio, Texas 78234-7584.

c. Restrictions.
   1. For use with personnel and positions for MOS 68W in grades SPC through SFC only.
   2. For use with positions only for MOS 68W in grades SPC through SSG.

---

**Code:** F3 (Rescind 201710)  
**Title:** Aero-Medical Evacuation (Rotary Wing)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army School of Aviation Medicine (USASAM)  

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are Flight Medic/Air Ambulance NCO/Platoon Sergeant/MSG or 1SG qualified. The Flight Medic/Air Ambulance NCO is the air ambulance crewmember with the primary skill sets to provide critical pre-hospital trauma care, trauma management and advanced cardiac life support care and management to patients during aerial evacuation.

b. Qualifications.
   1. Have a current and qualified Class 3 Flight Physical Examination.
(2) Must successfully complete all phases (Distance Learning and Resident) of the 300-F6, Flight Medic Course, USASAM, Ft. Rucker, Alabama.

(3) Meet and maintain all sustainment requirements for MOS 68W.

(4) Flight Medics on “current” flight status that are not graduates of the Flight Medic Course may submit their request to be awarded ASI F3 to: Dean, USASAM, Ft. Rucker, Alabama.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68W in grades SPC through MSG/1SG only.

---

**Code:** F4  
**Title:** Postal Supervisor  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Adjutant General School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers (SGT(P) through SGM) qualified as a postal supervisor.

b. **Qualifications.**
   1. Have been awarded ASI F5.
   2. Successfully complete the Postal Supervisor Course, Ft Jackson, SC.

c. **Restrictions.**
   1. Positions and Active Component personnel. For use with MOS 42A (skill level 3-5 only).
   2. Reserve Component personnel only. For use with any MOS (skill level 3-5 only).

---

**Code:** F5  
**Title:** Postal Operations  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Adjutant General School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions in postal activities (other than battalion or unit level), requiring Soldiers qualified in the handling of international mail, U.S. mail, money orders, and sale of postage.

b. **Qualifications.** Soldiers must have:
   1. No record of:
      - Court martial conviction.
      - Punishment under Article 15 involving a postal-related incident within last 3 years.
      - Civilian conviction other than minor traffic violations.
      - Derogatory information or unfavorable conduct that casts doubt on the Soldier’s trustworthiness and honesty.
      - Psychiatric disorder, alcoholism, or drug abuse, unless a medical evaluation determines the condition no longer exists.
   2. Possess high moral standards and excellent military bearing.
   3. Be financially responsible.
   4. No record of relief from military postal duties for cause or criminal conviction.
   5. Be a U.S. citizen, be eligible for a SECRET clearance, and have an Entrance National Agency Check (ENTNAC) or National Agency Check (NAC) on file.
   6. No physical restrictions prohibiting duty involving prolonged standing, walking, or lifting of weights up to 70 pounds.
   7. Physical profile (PULHES) of 211221.
   8. Successfully complete the Postal Operations Course, Ft Jackson, SC.

c. **Restrictions.**
   1. Positions and Active Component personnel. For use with MOS 42A only.
   2. Reserve Component personnel only. For use with any MOS.

---

**Code:** F6  
**Title:** Nuclear, Biological, Chemical Reconnaissance Vehicle (NBC-RV) Sensor Suite Repairer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to repair and maintain Nuclear, Biological, Chemical Reconnaissance Vehicle (NBC-RV) Sensor Suite equipment.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the NBC-RV Sensor Suite Repairer Course at Ordnance Electronics Maintenance Training Department (OEMTD), Ft Gordon, GA.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 94F only.

---

**Code:** F7  
**Title:** Pathfinder  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Infantry School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in Pathfinder skills.
b. **Qualifications.** Soldiers must successfully complete the Pathfinder Course, Ft Benning, GA.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 11B, 11C, 11Z, 15Q, 19D, 88M, 92R (skill level 3 and 4 only) and 92Y (at skill levels 1 through 3).

---

**Code:** G2  
**Title:** Standard Army Retail Supply System-2AC/2B (SARSS-2AC/2B) Materiel Manager  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Quartermaster Center and School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified as operators or managers in supply operations using SARSS 2AD/2AC/2B  

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the SARSS-2AC/2B Materiel Manager Course at the U.S. Army Quartermaster School, Ft Lee, VA.  

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 92A only.

---

**Code:** G7  
**Title:** C-23 Load Master/Flight Engineer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Warfighting Center  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to perform crewmember duties on C-23 and C-23B+ airframes.  

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Utility Airplane Course, Bridgeport, WV.  

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 15T RC only.

---

**Code:** G9  
**Title:** Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in TSCM to include specialized electronic equipment and techniques used in detection and location of clandestine listening devices.  

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the TSCM Course, Ft Meade, MD.  

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35L only.

---

**Code:** H2 (Rescind 201610)  
**Title:** Laundry Systems Specialist  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified on the Containerized Batch Laundry (CBL) or Laundry Advanced System (LADS) maintenance.  

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete one of the following:  

(1) Must successfully complete the Laundry Systems Specialist Course under the auspices of the U.S. Army Ordnance School.  

(2) Receive a formal training waiver from the Commandant, U.S. Army Ordnance Schools.  

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 91J.

---

**Code:** H3  
**Title:** Physical Security Operations  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the planning, coordinating and assessing of physical security systems designed to safeguard personnel and prevent unauthorized access to equipment, facilities, material, and documents; and to protect against espionage, sabotage, damage, and theft; conducting physical security surveys and inspections of all activities identified as mission essential, critical and vulnerable, and identifying and recommending physical security requirements and considerations in support of the commander.  


c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 31B and 31E only. Authorized only for SGT through MSG.

---

**Code:** H8  
**Title:** Recovery Operations  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School, Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM)  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in vehicle recovery operations.  

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the:  

(1) Recovery Operations (Wheeled), Ft Lee, VA (MOS 91B, 91E, 91L and 91S).
(2) Recovery Operations (Wheeled), TRADOC accredited Regional Training Sites-Maintenance (MOS 91B, 91E, 91L and 91S).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with (MOS 91A skill level 1 through 3 only); 91B; (91E skill level 3 only); 91H; 91L; (91M skill level 1 through 3 only); (91P skill level 1 through 3 only) and 91S.

code: I1

Title: Reserve Component Combat Arms Specialized Training

Proponent: Army G-3 (DAMO-TRI)

a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI I1. ASI for use with personnel only.

b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed one of the below listed courses to meet a specific combat arms mobilization qualification.

Course/Proponent School/MOS:

1. Scout Leader (2E-F137/521-F2)/Armor School/Any CMF 11, 13, 15, 19, 21, 35 series MOS.
2. Area Clearance (4A-F14/030-F16)/Engineer School/MOS 12B.
3. IED Defeat T3 (9E-F21/920-F10)/Engineer School/any MOS.
4. IED Defeat T3 (921-370)/Engineer School/any MOS.
5. Route Reconnaissance/Clearance Sapper (4A-F13/030-F18)/Engineer School/MOS 12B.
7. Small UAV (Raven) Operator (4D-F8/600-F19 (P))/Infantry School/any MOS.
8. Small UAV (Raven) Master Trainer (600-F20(P))/Infantry School/any MOS.
9. Small Arms Weapons Expert (010-F38 (MTT-A/G))/Infantry School/any MOS.
10. CRAM Operator (GWOT) (2E-F241/043-F24 (G))/Air Defense School/any MOS.
11. K-9 Recertification/Engineering School/MOS 12B.
12. Police Transition Team (GWOT) (7H-F70/830-F27(G))/Military Police School/MOS 31A.
13. Provincial Reconstruction Team/Proponent Pending/any MOS.
14. Transition Team Training/Proponent Pending/any MOS.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with enlisted MOS as designated above for personnel only.

d. **Termination.** ASI I1 will terminate effective October 2017 unless approved for continuance by Army G-1 (DAPE-PRP).

code: I2

Title: Reserve Component Combat Support Specialized Training

Proponent: Army G-3 (DAMO-TRI)
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI I2. ASI for use with personnel only.

b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed one of the below listed courses to meet a specific combat support mobilization qualification.

Course/Proponent School/MOS:
(1) Protective Services Training and Anti-Terrorism Driving (7H-F18/830-F13)/Military Police School/MOS 31B and 31E.
(2) Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS) Planners (4C-F57/201-F9)/Signal School/any CMF 25 MOS.
(3) Intelligence In Combating Terrorism (3C-F14/244-F8)/Military Intelligence School/any MOS.
(4) Route Clearance Equipment Maintainer (4L-F5/610-F9 (G))/Engineer School/MOS 62B and 63B.
(5) Radar Leader (GWOT) (4C-F78/221-F11 (G)/Field Artillery School/any MOS qualified 13 series except MOS 13R.
(6) Radar Operator (Hybrid) (GWOT) ((221-F10 (G))/Field Artillery School/ any MOS.
(7) 68W Refresher ER Training (300-68W10/20-IRR-RTUP/AMEDD Center & School/MOS 68W.
(8) CBRNE Mass Casualty Decontamination (GWOT) (4K-F25/494-F-30 (RC) (G)/ Chemical School/any MOS.
(9) CBRNE Responder (GWOT) (4K-F24/494-F29 (RC) (G)/Chemical School/any MOS.
(10) Civil Support Team Operations (GWOT) (9E-F25/920-F14 (G))/Chemical School/any qualified CA.
(11) Hindi Basic Sustainment (GWOT) (31HJ)/DLIFLC, Monterey/any MOS.
(12) Unit Armorer Certification (551-F29 (MTT-A/G)/Quartermaster School, any MOS.
(13) Weapons Intelligence Team (GWOT) (9E-F27/950-F12 (G)/Intel School, MOS 35D/96B/98C/352N/350F.

Restrictions. For use with enlisted MOS as designated above for personnel only.

d. Termination. ASI I2 will terminate effective October 2017 unless approved for continuance by Army G-1 (DAPE-PRP).

Code: I3
Title: Reserve Component Combat Service Support Specialized Training
Proponent: Army G-3 (DAMO-TRI)

a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI I3. ASI for use with personnel only.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed one of the below listed courses to meet a specific combat service support mobilization qualification. Course/Proponent School/MOS:
(1) Defense Packaging of Hazardous Materials for Transportation (8B-F7)/Ordnance School/any MOS.
(2) Transportation Coordinators Automated Information for Movement System (TC-AIMS) II Functional User (8C-F33/553-F15)/Transportation School/any MOS.
(3) Technical Transportation of Hazardous Material (LTC-014)/NGPEC Camp Robinson, AR/any MOS.
(4) Unit Movement Officer Deployment Planning (8C-F17/553-F5)/Transportation School/any MOS.
(5) Analytical Laboratory System Operator (GWOT) (6H-F38/300-F32 (CT))/ Chemical School/enlisted MOS Army National Guard personnel assigned to Civil Support Teams (CST).
(6) Counter Explosive Hazard Planning/Engineering School/any MOS.

c. Restrictions. For use with enlisted MOS as designated above for personnel only.
d. Termination. ASI I3 will terminate effective October 2017 unless approved for continuance by Army G-1 (DAPE-PRP).

Code: J2
Title: Communications Cable and Antenna Systems Maintainer
Proponent: U.S. Army Signal Center

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers involved in antenna installation and cable splicing.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Communications Cable and Antenna Systems Training at Sheppard AFB, TX.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 25L only.

c. Termination. ASI I3 will terminate effective October 2017 unless approved for continuance by Army G-1 (DAPE-PRP).

Code: J3
Title: Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle (BIFV) System Master Gunner
Proponent: U.S. Army Infantry School

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in conducting gunnery training and maintenance program of BIFV system.
b. **Qualifications.**
   (1) Soldiers qualified in MOS 11B, 11Z, 19D, and 19Z must successfully complete the Infantry Fighting Vehicle Master Gunner Course, Ft Benning, GA.
   (2) Soldiers qualified in MOS 13F must complete the Infantry Fighting Vehicle Master Gunner Course, Ft Benning, GA. Prior to attending the Master Gunner course, MOS 13F Soldiers must successfully complete the Bradley Gunnery Skill Test, Instructor Operator, Bradley Commander Evaluator and Qualification Table for the Bradley weapon system at Ft Sill, OK or be certified by their commander that appropriate training was conducted and successfully.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 11B, 11Z, 13F (skill level 4 personnel only), 19D, 19Z (USARNG MSG only), 12B (skill level 2 (promotable) through skill level 4 personnel only).

---

**Code:** J4 *(Rescind 201610)*

**Title:** MASINT Collection and Analyst Course

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained and qualified in Measurement and Signatures Intelligence (MASINT) operations.

b. **Qualifications.** Must complete the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) Measurement and Signatures Intelligence (MASINT) Collection Analyst Course located at Ft Belvoir, VA 22060.

c. **Restrictions.** Must be MOS qualified in MOS 35G only.

---

**Code:** J5 *(Effective 201710)*

**Title:** Counterintelligence Digital Threat Investigator (CDTI)

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence

a. **Description of position.** Identifies CI Agents augmenting and supporting specialized CI investigations requiring qualification as a Cyber Crime Investigator. CI Agents who conduct collection activities that provide indications and warnings of cyber threats to information systems; investigating and analyzing computer intrusions; identifying threats to critical technologies; and conduct digital evidence forensic examinations and analysis in support of CI investigations and operations.

b. **Qualifications**
   1. Must successfully complete Defense Cyber Investigations Training Academy (DCITA) requirements of the following four courses:
      a. Introduction to Networks and Computer Hardware (INCH).
      b. Computer Incident Responders Course (CIRC).
      c. Windows Forensic Examinations (WFE).
      d. Forensics and Intrusions in a Windows Environment (FIWE).
      e. DCITA may change names of courses, replacement name will be accepted.
   2. Soldiers may request to successfully test out for both the INCH and CIRC courses. Approval to test out of the classes remains under the auspices of DOD DCITA, 911 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, MD 21090.
   3. All individuals requesting required DCITA classes for the Counterintelligence Digital Threat Investigator certification must apply through the DA G2 training coordinator at USARMY.PENTAGON.HQDA-DCS-G-2.MBX.CIHU-TRAINING-COORDINATOR@MAIL.MIL for approval and coordination of specific course attendance.
   4. Recertification is required to maintain ASI J5 CDTI. To maintain certification, every two years personnel must conduct at least three live acquisitions of digital media or information, three forensic examinations of digital media or information, and attend a minimum of 40 hours of Army Cyber CI Program Office approved continuing education training. This recertification is unit based and material can be located at the DCITA web site: http://www.dc3.edu or by contacting the Army Cyber CI Program Office, Army G2X.
   5. All training is conducted by the DoD DCITA, 911 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, MD 21090.

c. **Restrictions.**
   For use with MOS 35L skill level 3 and above only, personnel and position.

---

**Code:** J7

**Title:** WHCA Console Control Operations

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Signal Center

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in WHCA Console Control Operations.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Console Control Operations Course at the WHCA, Washington, D.C. Award authority is limited to the Cdr, WHCA. A TOP SECRET clearance and eligibility for SCI access are mandatory prerequisites for attendance.


---

**Code:** K1  
**Title:** Special Operations Aviation Non-rated Crewmember  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Warfighting Center  

a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions associated with this ASI. For use with personnel only.

b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the MH-47 or MH-60 Special Operations Aviation Non-rated Crewmember Basic Mission Qualification Course and successfully complete 12 months of flight status as a Basic Mission Qualified Crewmember.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 15T and 15U only. Withdrawal of the ASI may occur when the local commander determines the individual to be unqualified or at the request of the individual.

---

**Code:** K2  
**Title:** Advanced Communications Signals Analysis  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the use of specialized techniques and equipment to analyze selected non-morse signal data.

b. **Qualifications.** Individuals must successfully complete the A-232-0452 Advanced Communications Signals Analyst Course, CNC Corry, Pensacola FL; or successfully complete the 3 year National Security Agency Military COMINT Signals Analysis Program (MCSAP), Ft Meade, MD.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35S, and 35V.

---

**Code:** K4  
**Title:** M1A2 Tank Operations and Maintenance  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate and perform operator maintenance on M1A2 tanks.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete one of the following:
   1. M1A2 Gunner/Crew Training (skill level 1) or the M1A2 Tank Commander Certification Course (skill level 2 and above) taught at Ft Benning, GA (MOS 19K).
   2. New Equipment Training (NET) conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School MOS 19K.
   3. Completion of the Supervised On-The-Job (SOJT) program developed by the U.S. Army Armor School and certification by the Unit Commander (MOS 19K, skill level 1 only).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 19K.

---

**Code:** K7  
**Title:** Avenger Master Gunner  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in conducting gunnery training and maintenance program on the Avenger weapon system.

b. **Qualifications.** Soldiers qualified in MOS 14S must successfully complete the Avenger Master Gunner Course, Ft Bliss, TX.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 14S only.

---

**Code:** K8 (Rescind 201810)  
**Title:** Master Gunnery M1A2 Tank  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to assess status of M1A2 unit gunnery training and vehicle mounted weapons maintenance. Develops and conducts gunnery training programs for the M1A2 tank.
   1. Must successfully complete the M1A2 SEP Master Gunner Course, taught under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School.
   2. Must successfully complete the M1A2 SEP Master NET training and be ASI A8 Master Gunnery M1/M1A1 qualified.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 19K and 19Z only.
**Code: K8 (Effective 201810)**
**Title:** Master Gunnery M1A2 Tank
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to assess status of M1A2 unit gunnery training and vehicle mounted weapons maintenance. Develops and conducts gunnery training programs for the M1A2 tank.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the M1A2 SEP Master Gunner Course, taught under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 19K and 19Z only.

**Code: K9**
**Title:** Combat Engineer Mine Detection Dog Handler
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the employment, training, and handling of mine detection dogs capable of detecting explosives and mines of several types.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete an approved Mine Detection Dog Handlers Course, certified by the U.S. Army Engineer School.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 12B and 31K only.

**Code: L3**
**Title:** Technical Escorting
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear School (USACBRNS)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to provide for a safe and secure escort of shipments of chemicals, biological or etiological material, and radioactive waste.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Technical Escort Course, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 74D and 89D only.

**Code: L4**
**Title:** Biological Integrated Detection System (BIDS)
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear School (USACBRNS)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate BIDS.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete:
   1. Phase 1: the Biological Integrated Detection Sys (BIDS) Specialist course 4K-F9/494-ASIL4 (DL) conducted under the auspices of the US Army CBRN School, Ft Leonard Wood, MO and;
   2. Phase 2: the Biological Integration Detect Sys (JBPDS) course 4K-F9/494-ASIL4 (JBPDS) (Resident) conducted under the auspices of the US Army CBRN School, Ft Leonard Wood, MO.
   Or
   3. complete Phase 1 above and complete the Phase 2 Biological Integrated Detect Sys (P3I) course 4K-F9/494-ASIL4 (P3I) (Resident) conducted under the auspices of the US Army CBRN School, Ft Leonard Wood, MO.
c. **Restrictions.** Used only with MOS 74D, (skill level 1-4) only.

**Code: L5**
**Title:** M93 Series Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) Reconnaissance System Fox
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear School (USACBRNS)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions in a chemical platoon requiring Soldiers qualified to operate the M93 Series CBRN Reconnaissance System Fox.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the M93 Series CBRN Reconnaissance System (FOX) Course at Ft Leonard Wood, MO.
c. **Restrictions.** Used only with MOS 74D, skill level 1-4.

**Code:** L6  
**Title:** Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) Reconnaissance for Brigade Combat Teams  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear School (USACBRNS)  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions in a CBRN Reconnaissance Platoon that require special training and skills to operate the Stryker based CBRN reconnaissance vehicle.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the CBRN Reconnaissance for Brigade Combat Teams Course at the USACBRNS, Ft Leonard Wood, MO.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 74D only.

**Code:** L7  
**Title:** Joint Fires Observer  
**Proponent:** U.S Army Field Artillery Center  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions for Soldiers requiring qualifications as Joint Fires Observer.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must complete the Joint Fires Course at either:  
   (1) U.S. Army Field Artillery Center, Ft Sill, OK.  
   (2) Einsiedlerhof, Germany.  
   (3) Various Mobile Training Team locations (MTT).  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 13F only.

**Code:** L8  
**Title:** Joint Operational Fires and Effects (JOFE)  
**Proponent:** U.S Army Field Artillery Center  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies personnel from all services, ABCA countries and other government agencies that have the baseline knowledge required to integrate, coordinate and synchronize the full range of joint fires and effects, including lethal and non-lethal fires.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must complete the Joint Operational Fires and Effects Course at either:  
   (1) U.S. Army Field Artillery Center, Ft Sill, OK.  
   (2) Ft Sill Center of Excellence (FCOE) approved Mobile Training Team (MTT).  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 13F (skill level 4 only) and 13Z.

**Code:** M1  
**Title:** Computed Axial Tomography (CAT) Scan  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)  
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions in TOE/MTOE in selected U.S. Army Medical Command (MEDCOM), Defense Depot(s) and U.S. Army Medical Centers that require special civilian training to maintain and repair deployable CT systems Title position as Biomedical Equipment SGT.  
b. Qualifications.  
   (1) Must successfully complete training conducted by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for CT systems identified by USAMMA Medical Devices Project Management Office or completing Training With the Industry (TWI).  
   (2) Soldiers that meet the above criteria may submit their request to be awarded ASI MI to: Chief, Enlisted Division, AMEDD Personnel Proponent Directorate, 2377 Greeley Rd, Ste A, Joint Base San Antonio-Ft Sam Houston, Texas 78234.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68A (SGT-SFC).

**Code:** M2  
**Title:** Cytotechnology  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to function as cytology NCO by providing them with the knowledge and skill to cytologically diagnose disease processes, cancer, and its precursors.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Cytology NCO course conducted at AMEDDC&S.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68K in grade SGT, SSG and SFC only.

**Code:** M3  
**Title:** Dialysis  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the operation of dialysis equipment and the treatment of patients with kidney disorders.
b. **Qualifications.** Must be a fully qualified 68C, Practical Nursing Specialist. Must successfully complete the Dialysis Technician Course, WRAMC, and Washington, DC.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68C in grades SPC through SFC only.

**Code:** M5  
**Title:** Nuclear Medicine  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to assist medical officers in preparing and conducting clinical nuclear medicine IN VIVO and IN VITRO procedures.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Clinical Nuclear Medicine Tech course, Naval School of Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD.
c. **Restrictions.**  
(1) Positions. For use with MOS 68P in grade of SGT through SSG only.  
(2) Personnel. For use with MOS 68P in grade of SPC through SSG only.

**Code:** M7  
**Title:** Intermediate (Inter) Analysis  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the Analysis of Non-Morse communications.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the A-232-0451 Intermediate Analysis Course.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35S (skill level 1-2) only.

**Code:** M8  
**Title:** Drug and Alcohol Counseling  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in counseling of drug and alcohol patients.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the U.S. Army Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Training (USADART) Individual Course and Group Course at Academy of Health Sciences, Ft Sam Houston, TX.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68X in grade of SGT through SFC only.

**Code:** M9  
**Title:** Master Driver Trainer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Transportation School  
a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI M9. For use with personnel only.
b. **Qualifications.**  
(1) Must possess a valid OF 346 (driver license).  
(2) Must successfully complete the Master Driver Trainer Qualification Course (MDTQC) taught by the U.S. Army Transportation School, Fort Lee, VA.  
(3) Must have successfully performed duties in one of the following: License Examiner, Platoon Sergeant, Operations Sergeant or Truckmaster.
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 88M (E6-E7) (Personnel only).

**Code:** N1  
**Title:** Nonrated Crewmember Flight Instructor/Standardization Flight Instructor  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained as nonrated crewmember flight instructors/standardization instructors.
b. **Qualifications.**  
(1) Must successfully complete one of the following Nonrated Crewmember Flight Instructor courses, Fort Rucker, AL or EAATS, Pa.: 600-ASI N1 (CH-47), 600-ASI N1 (UH-60), 011-600-F28 (UH-72A), or 600-F26 (MI-17)  
(2) The Aircraft Crewmember Standardization courses at Fort Campbell, Ky.: 600-ASI N1 (MH-47), or 600-ASI N1 (MH-60).  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 15T and 15U (skill level 2, 3 and 4) and MOS 68W SQI F (skill level 2 and 3) only. ASI will be revoked when soldier can no longer perform duties associated with this ASI.

**Code:** N4  
**Title:** Health Physics
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)

**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to supervise and perform health physics technologist duties.

**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Health Physics Specialist Course conducted at AMEDD Center and School, Ft Sam Houston, TX.

**c. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68S in grade of SPC through SFC only.

**Code:** N5

**Title:** Dental Laboratory

**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)

**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to perform basic and intermediate highly specialized dental laboratory procedures as a Dental Laboratory Specialist.

**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Dental Laboratory Specialist Course, Fort Sam Houston, TX.

**c. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68E in grades SPC through SFC only.

**Code:** N7

**Title:** Strategic Debriefer

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca

**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to conduct strategic debriefing and interrogation of civilian defectors, refugees, travelers, and resettlers.

**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Defense Strategic Debriefing Course at the Human Intelligence (HUMINT) Training Joint Center of Excellence (HT-JCOE).

**c. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35L and 35M only.

**Code:** N8

**Title:** Sustainment Automation Management Support Office (SASMO)

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Combined Arms Support Command (USACASCOM)

**a. Description of positions.** Identifies Positions requiring Soldiers qualified in SASMO operations.

**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Sustainment Automation Support Management Office Course, at Ft Lee, Va.

**c. Restrictions.**

(1) For identification of personnel only in MOS 15T, 91B, 91H, 68A, 68G, 68J, 88N and 89A (skill level 2 thru 4 only).

(2) For use with positions and personnel in MOS 92A (skill level 2 thru 4 only)

**Code:** P4

**Title:** Tactical Information Operations Planner

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Information Operations (IO) Proponent (USAIPO), Combined Arms Center (CAC)

**a. Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for ASI P4. ASI for use with personnel only.

**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete one of the below courses:

(1) An approved resident Tactical Information Operations Course (TIOC) conducted by the U.S. Army National Guard under the auspices of the United States Army Information Operations Proponent (USAIPO).

(2) An approved TIOC of instruction conducted by a Mobile Training Team (MTT) under the auspices of USAIPO or 3-124th IO BN Vermont Army National Guard.

**c. Restrictions.** For use with enlisted MOS for personnel only.

**Code:** P5

**Title:** Master Fitness Trainer

**Proponent:** Deputy Commanding General-Initial Military Training (DCG-IMT), Fort Eustis, VA.

**a. Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for Master Fitness Trainers.

**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Master Fitness Trainer Course (four weeks Active Army and Reserve Components) conducted under the auspices of the DCG-IMT, Physical Readiness Division (PRD), Training Schools and Support Directorate, Fort Jackson, SC. Formal training is mandatory.

**c. Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. For use with any MOS.

**Code:** P7

**Title:** Digital Forensic Examiner (DFE)
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS)

*a. Description of position.* Identifies personnel requiring qualification as a DFE who are authorized to perform forensic examinations of digital media and devices. Personnel with the DFE ASI will be certified and trained to conduct forensic examinations of digital media and testify as experts in forensic digital media analysis in a manner which would allow further prosecution in a court of law.

*b. Qualifications*

1. Must successfully complete Defense Cyber Investigations Training Academy (DCITA) requirements of the following three courses:
   a. Introduction to Networks and Computer Hardware (INCH).
   b. Computer Incident Responders Course (CIRC).

2. Or successfully test out of INCH, CIRC and WFE (E or FTK) courses. Approval to test out of the courses remains under the auspices of DoD DCITA, 911 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, MD 21090.

3. All Soldiers requesting required courses for the Certified Digital Forensic Examiner certification must apply through: Computer Crime Program Manager (CCPM); US Army Criminal Investigation Command (USACIDC), ATTN: CIOP-PO, E0251, 27130 Telegraph Road, Quantico, VA 22134, telephone COM (571) 305-4358, Fax 4133 for approval and coordination of specific course attendance.

4. Recertification is required to maintain ASI P7. To maintain certification, Soldier must conduct at least three forensic examinations of digital media and attend a minimum of 40 hours of DCITA approved continuing education training every two years. This recertification is unit based and material can be located at the DCITA web site: http://www.dc3.mil or through the USACIDC, CCPM. DCITA on line education or attendance to Digital Media Conferences, Seminars and/or training events identified by the USACIDC, CCPM will count toward the 40 hour continuing education requirements.

5. All training is conducted by the DoD DCITA, 911 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, MD 21090.

*c. Restrictions.* For use with MOS 31D personnel only.

---

**Code:** P8  
**Title:** Basic Special Victims Investigator (BSVI)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS)

*a. Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for ASI P8. ASI is for use with personnel only. Identifies personnel qualified as a Basic Special Victims Investigator. Personnel with the Basic Special Victims Investigator ASI are qualified to successfully investigate sexual assaults and be certified as a member of the Special Victim Capabilities Team, as required by Section 573 of the Fiscal Year 2013 National Defense Authorization Act.

*b. Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the USAMPS Special Victims Capability Course (SVCC).

*c. Restrictions.* For use with MOS 31D, personnel only.

---

**Code:** Q7  
**Title:** Information Collection Planner  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Fort Huachuca

*a. Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring qualifications in managing the employment of organic and supporting intelligence collection assets, as well as reach back to higher headquarters and intelligence agencies for information, in order to provide the commander with effective intelligence support.

*b. Qualifications.* Must have successfully completed the Information Collection Planner Course conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence, Fort Huachuca, AZ.

*c. Restrictions.* For use with MOS 35F (skill level 2-4), MOS 35G (skill level 2-4), and MOS 35N (skill level 2-4).

---

**Code:** Q8  
**Title:** Senior Special Victims Investigator (SSVI)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS)

*a. Description of positions.* There are no positions identified for ASI Q8. ASI is for use with personnel only. Identifies personnel qualified as a Senior Special Victims Investigator. Personnel with the Senior Special Victims Investigator ASI are qualified to successfully investigate the most complex of sexual assaults, child abuse and domestic violence incidents and be certified as a senior member of the Special Victim Capabilities Team, as required by Section 573 of the Fiscal Year 2013 National Defense Authorization Act.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the USAMPS Special Victims Capability Course (SVCC); Advanced Crime Scene Investigative Techniques Course, Child Abuse Prevention Investigative Techniques (CAPIT) Course and Domestic Violence Intervention Training (DVIT) Course.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 31D, personnel only.

---

**Code:** P9  
**Title:** Biological Science Research  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform professional laboratory and medical research duties in the field of biological, physical, and medical allied science.

b. **Qualifications.**

(1) Must be qualified in MOS 68K and possess a Master’s of Science in one of the biological sciences or; possess a Baccalaureate of Science in one of the biological sciences or; possess a two-year Associate in Science or higher Degree, be assigned to MRMC as a 68K and complete one-year (1-yr) of on-the-job (OJT) training as a Biological Sciences Research.

(2) MOS 68K Program Director, AMEDD Center and School, Ft Sam Houston, TX will review all academic transcripts and recommend awarding the ASI P9. ASI P9 duty is performed within Medical Research and Materiel Command (MRMC).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 68K in grade SGT and below only.

---

**Code:** Q2  
**Title:** Aviation Life Support Equipment (ALSE)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to inspect and maintain aviation life support equipment.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Aviation Life Support Equipment Specialist/Supervisor Course, conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Aviation School, Ft Rucker, AL.


---

**Code:** Q4  
**Title:** Joint Tactical Ground Station (JTAGS) Operator  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to operate the Joint Tactical Ground Station (JTAGS) system.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Joint Tactical Ground Station Operator's Initial Qualification Course conducted at the U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command, Colorado Springs, CO.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 14H only.

---

**Code:** Q5  
**Title:** Special Forces Combat Diving, Medical  
**Proponent:** USAJFKSWCS  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in medical aspects of SF combat diving operations.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Special Forces Diving, Medical Technician Course, Key West, FL.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 18D and 68W only.

---

**Code:** Q7  
**Title:** Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) Synchronization Manager  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center and Ft Huachuca  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained in ISR Synchronization.

b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance (ISR) Synchronization Manager Course conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence, Fort Huachuca, AZ.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35F (skill level 2-4) and MOS 35N (skill level 2) only.

---

**Code:** Q9  
**Title:** Traffic Management and Collision Investigator  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the reconstruction of traffic accidents from evidence to determine reasons for occurrence, possibility of avoidance and determination of fault.
b. Qualifications:
   (1) Must successfully complete the Traffic Management and Accident Investigation Course, Lackland, AFB, TX or;
   (2) Must complete the Traffic Management and Collision Investigation/Traffic Management and Accident Investigation Course, Lackland, AFB, TX.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 31B only. Authorized only for SPC through MSG.

**Code:** R1  
**Title:** Rough Terrain Cargo Handler (RTCH)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School  
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate or perform maintenance on the RTCH vehicle.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete one of the following:
   (1) The Rough Terrain Container Handler Maintenance Course conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Ordnance School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD (MOS 91B).
   (2) The Rough Terrain Container Handler Operator Course conducted under the auspices of the Transportation School, Ft Eustis, VA (MOS 42A, 89B, and 92A).
   (3) New equipment training team (NETT) conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Ordnance School, Ft Lee, VA.
   (4) Waiver approved by the Commandant, U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School, ATTN: ATSL-O-P, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 91B (PFC through SSG), MOS 42A, 89B, 92A.

**Code:** R3  
**Title:** Digital Network Exploitation Analyst (DNEA)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Fort Huachuca  
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to operate as Digital Network Exploitation Analysts.
b. Qualifications.
   1. Must hold ASI T5, Target Digital Network Analyst, and successfully complete the following training, in sequence, conducted under the auspices of the National Security Agency’s National Cryptologic School (NCS):
      (a) Network+ Bookcamp (NETW1050)  
      (b) Understanding Networking Fundamentals (NETW3004)  
      (c) Security+ (NETW4001)  
      (d) Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) Bootcamp (NETW3100)  
      (e) Certified Ethical Hacker (CYBR2100)  
      (f) Advanced Adversary Techniques (CYEC2200)  
   2. Submit requests, to include proof of ASI T5, certificates of completion of all training to U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command, Army Cryptologic Operations, ATTN: IAOP-ACO-CTP, 9800 Savage Rd, Suite 6416, Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755-6416.
   3. All required NCS courses must be completed within two years of the date of request.
c. Restrictions. For use with positions and personnel in MOS 35N (skill level 2-4) and personnel only with MOS 35V (skill level 5).

**Code:** R4 (Rescind 201610)  
**Title:** Stryker Armored Vehicle Operations/Maintenance  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Armor School  
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in IBCT operations.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete one of the following:
   (1) Reconnaissance Crewman or RSTA Leader course at Ft Benning, GA (MOS 19D).
   (2) Mobile Gun System Crewman or Mobile Gun System Leader at Ft Benning, GA ((MOS 19K). Conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School (MOS 19D and 19K).
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 19D, 19K (skill level 1 through 4).

**Code:** R4 (Effective 201610)  
**Title:** Stryker Armored Vehicle Operations/Maintenance
Proponent: U.S. Army Armor School

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in SBCT operations.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete one of the following:
   (1) Stryker Reconnaissance Vehicle and Mobile Gun System platform training during 19D OSUT, taught under the auspices of the US Army Armor School at Ft. Benning, GA.
   (2) Stryker Reconnaissance Vehicle and Mobile Gun system platform training during Cavalry Scout Reclassification course 250-19D10 (R), taught under the auspices of the US Army Armor School at Ft. Benning, GA.
   (3) Mobile Gun System Crewman or Mobile Gun System Commander, conducted under the auspices of the US Army Armor School at Ft Benning, GA.
   (4) Stryker Reconnaissance Vehicle Crewman, conducted under the auspices of the US Army Armor School at Fort Benning, GA.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 19D, 19K (skill level 1 through 4),

Code: R6
Title: Special Reaction Team (SRT) Member
Proponent: Cdr, U.S. Army Military Police Center and School
a. Description of Positions. There are no positions identified for the ASI. For use with personnel only.
b. Qualifications. Soldiers who successfully complete the following course.
   Special Reaction Team (SRT) Course taught at Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 31B and 31E, in grades E3 thru E8 (Personnel only).

Code: R7
Title: Army Reconnaissance
Proponent: U.S. Army Armor School
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI R7.
b. Description of functions. Identifies personnel only requiring graduates to develop higher level fundamental skills at Reconnaissance, Surveillance, Security, Navigation, Communications, Reporting, and Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB).
c. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Army Reconnaissance Course under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor School at Fort Benning, GA.
d. Restrictions. For identification of personnel only. For use with CMF 11 (Infantry), 12 (Engineer (except MOS 12K, 12R and 12W)), 13 (Field Artillery), 15 (Aviation), 19 (Armor) and 35 (Military Intelligence) in grades E6 and above.

Code: R8 (Rescind 201810)
Title: Mobile Gun System Master Gunner
Proponent: U.S. Army Armor School
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to assess status of IBCT unit gunnery training and vehicle mounted weapons maintenance. Develops and conducts gunnery training programs for the Mobile Gun System.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Mobile Gun System Master Gunner Course, Ft Benning, GA.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 19K only.

Code: R8 (Effective 201810)
Title: STRYKER Master Gunner
Proponent: U.S. Army Armor School
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to assess and assist unit leaders in the planning and implementation of gunnery training programs to train unit combat vehicle crews and plans in direct fire engagements and to perform unit level maintenance on the STRYKER family of vehicles fire control and weapon systems.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the STRYKER Master Gunner Course, Ft Benning, GA.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 19D only.

Code: S1
Title: Source Handler
Proponent: U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca
a. Description of positions. Enables soldiers to conduct Category 2 Military Source Operations (MSO) in order to collect positive intelligence information.
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete one of the following HQDA G2 approved Category II Military Source Operations (MSO) courses:
   - (1) Source Operations Course conducted at the Human Intelligence (HUMINT) Training Joint Center of Excellence (HT-JCOE).
   - (2) Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Counterintelligence/Human Intelligence (CI/HUMINT) Course conducted under the auspices of the US Marine Corps.

c. **Restrictions.**
   - (1) For use with positions and personnel for MOS 35M (SGT-SFC).
   - (2) For use with personnel only for CMF 18 and all other CMF 35 MOS (skill level 2-5).

---

**Code:** S2  
**Title:** Mechanical Equipment Maintenance (Power Station)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in unit and direct support and general support maintenance of mechanical equipment used in electrical power production.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Prime Power Production Specialist Course, Ft Belvoir, VA.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 12P only.

---

**Code:** S3  
**Title:** Electrical Equipment Maintenance (Power Station)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in unit and direct support and general support maintenance of electrical equipment used in electric power production.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Prime Power Production Specialist Course, Ft Belvoir, VA.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 12P only.

---

**Code:** S4  
**Title:** Sapper Leader  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School (USAES)  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions which require Soldiers who possess sapper leadership qualifications in combat engineer units which support maneuver units.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must have successfully completed the Sapper Leader Course, Ft Leonard Wood, MO.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with positions and personnel in MOS 12B (E6 thru E7), and includes E5 (P) for personnel only.

---

**Code:** S5 *(Rescind 201610)*  
**Title:** Community Imagery Analysis Course (CIAC)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers trained and qualified in imagery interpretation, remote sensing, electronic data reporting, data base retrieval, imagery analysis, analytical methods and techniques, and processing and dissemination of imagery-derived intelligence information and reports.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Community Imagery Analysis Course (CIAC) located at NIMA College, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC Metro Area, or at any other location where the course might be trained.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35G and 35X.

---

**Code:** S6  
**Title:** Special Forces Combat Diving, Supervision  
**Proponent:** USAJFKSWCS  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in Special Forces Combat Diving, supervision.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must have previously completed the Combat Diving Qualification Course at Key West, FL and successfully completed the Special Forces Combat Diving Supervision Course, Key West, FL.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 11B, 11Z, 18B, 18C, 18E, 18F and 18Z.

---

**Code:** S7  
**Title:** Foreign Counterintelligence Agent  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies selected positions requiring Soldiers involved in Foreign Counterintelligence.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Advanced Foreign Counterintelligence Training Course (AFCITC) or the Advanced Foreign Counterintelligence Course (AFCIC) conducted under the auspices of the Joint Counterintelligence Training Academy (JCITA).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 35Y and 35L (skill level 3-4 only).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title: Joint Spectrum Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proponent:</strong> U.S. Army Signal Center (U.S. Army Signal Center EN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <strong>Description of positions.</strong> Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to serve in joint operating environments to perform unlimited spectrum planning, selection, and deconfliction management.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <strong>Qualifications.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Be in the grade of SFC or above, or a SSG on a DA centralized Sergeant First Class promotion list.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Soldier must have 2 years of electromagnetic spectrum management experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Must successfully complete the Joint Spectrum Management (JSM) at Ft Gordon, GA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <strong>Restrictions.</strong> For use with:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Positions – 25E skill level 4 and 5 only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Personnel – 25E skill level 3-5 only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title: Counter Threat Finance Analyst:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proponent:</strong> National Guard Bureau (NGB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <strong>Description of positions.</strong> There are no positions identified for Counter Threat Finance Analyst.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <strong>Qualifications.</strong> Must be a graduate of the NGB/DIA Advanced Threat Finance Analysis Course, conducted under the auspices of the National Guard Bureau J32 Counterdrug Mobile Training Team and Defense Intelligence Agency Academy for Defense Intelligence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <strong>Restrictions.</strong> Identification of personnel only. For use with any MOS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title: Enhanced Position Location and Reporting System (EPLRS) Network Management (ENM) Enhanced Grid Reference Unit (EGRU) Operator-Maintainer Net Control Station (NCS-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proponent:</strong> U.S. Army Signal CenterEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <strong>Description of positions.</strong> Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the operation and maintenance of the Enhanced Position Location and Reporting System (EPLRS) Network Management (ENM) Net Control Station (NCS-A) Enhanced Grid Reference Unit (EGRU).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <strong>Qualifications.</strong> Must successfully complete the:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) EPLRS Network Management Course, U.S. Army Signal School at Ft Gordon, GA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) New Equipment Training conducted at Ft Gordon beginning 11 August 2003.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Request for award of ASI by attending New Equipment Training must be submitted on DA Form 4187 (Personnel Action), together with supporting documentation (training certificate or diploma) to the Commandant, U.S. Army Signal Center, ATTN: ATZH-DTO-E, Ft Gordon, GA 30905-5000 for approval.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) U.S. Army Signal Center will furnish individual with certification of eligibility of award of this ASI. Individual must then submit DA Form 4187, along with certification of eligibility to the local Personnel Service Center requesting award of ASI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <strong>Restrictions.</strong> For use with MOS 25C only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title: Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proponent:</strong> U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <strong>Description of positions.</strong> Identifies positions requiring soldiers who are trained to operate the Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) System.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <strong>Qualifications.</strong> Must have completed either:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) The GMD Operator Basic and Advance courses prior to 1 October 2004 conducted under the auspices of the USA Space &amp; Missile Defense Command, Colorado Springs, CO.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) The GMD Operator Course on or after 1 October 2004 conducted under the auspices of the USA Space &amp; Missile Defense Command, Colorado Springs, CO.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <strong>Restrictions.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Positions. For use with positions coded in SRC 14X or MOS 14Z only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2) Personnel. For use with any CMF 14 MOS.

**Code:** T4  
**Title:** Patriot Master Gunner  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School  
**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained as Patriot Master Gunners.  
**b. Qualifications.** Must have completed the 6 week Patriot Master Gunner Course taught at Ft Sill, OK.  
**c. Restrictions.** For use with MOS 14E (SSG and SFC only), 14T (SSG and SFC only), and 14Z (MSG only).

**Code:** T5  
**Title:** Target Digital Network Analyst  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Fort Huachuca  
**a. Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to operate as Target Digital Network Analysts.  
**b. Qualifications.** Must successfully complete training in one of the following courses:  
(1) Digital Network Intelligence Workshop (NETA 2008) conducted under the auspices of the National Security Agency or  
(2) Network Exploitation and Target Development Immersion Training Course (NETA 3001) conducted under the auspices of the National Security Agency, Ft Meade, MD.  
**c. Restrictions.** For use with positions and personnel in MOS 35N (Skill level 1) and personnel only with MOS 35P and MOS 35S.

**Code:** T6 (Rescind 201610)  
**Title:** Tactical Exploitation Systems (TES)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  
**a. Description of position.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to operate TENCAP Tactical Exploitation Systems (TES).  
**b. Qualifications.**  
(1) Must successfully complete the Tactical Exploitation System course located at U.S. Intelligence Center and Ft Huachuca, AZ.  
(2) Must be assigned to, or on assignment to, a TENCAP unit.  
**c. Restrictions.** For active Army only. For use with MOS 35G and 35N only.

**Code:** T7  
**Title:** Ground Reconnaissance Specialist  
**Proponent:** National Guard Bureau (NGB)  
**a. Description of position.** There are no positions identified for Counter-drug Ground Reconnaissance Specialists.  
**b. Qualifications.** Must be a graduate of the NGB Ground Reconnaissance Specialist Course, conducted under the auspices of the National Guard Bureau J3 Counter-drug Mobile Training Team.  
**c. Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. For use with any MOS.

**Code:** T8  
**Title:** Civil Operations Specialist  
**Proponent:** National Guard Bureau (NGB)  
**a. Description of position.** There are no positions identified for Civil Operations Specialists.  
**b. Qualifications.** Must be a graduate of the NGB Civil Operations Specialist Course, conducted under the auspices of the National Guard Bureau J3 Counter-drug Mobile Training Team.  
**c. Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. For use with any MOS.

**Code:** T9  
**Title:** Criminal Analyst Specialist  
**Proponent:** National Guard Bureau (NGB)  
**a. Description of position.** There are no positions identified for Criminal Analysis Specialists.  
**b. Qualifications.** Must be a graduate of the NGB Criminal Analysis Specialist Course, conducted under the auspices of the Guard Bureau J3 Counter-drug Mobile Training Team.  
**c. Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. For use with any MOS.

**Code:** U2  
**Title:** Shadow Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE)
a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to repair the Shadow Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) and associated systems, power plant (mechanical engine), electric on-board and airframe.

b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the Shadow Tactical UAS Electronic Maintenance Specialist Course at U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence, Ft Huachuca, AZ.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 15E

---

Code: U3

**Title:** Hunter Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE)

a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to repair the Hunter Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) and associated systems, power plant (mechanical engine), electronic on-board and airframe.

b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete Hunter UAS Mechanical Maintenance Specialist Course at U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence & Ft Huachuca, AZ.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 15E only

---

Code: U4

**Title:** Power Line Distribution

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Engineer School

a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to install, operate, and maintain power distribution systems.

b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the USAF course (Electric Power Line Specialist) at Sheppard Technical Training Center, TX.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 12P only.

---

Code: U5

**Title:** Extended Range Multi-Purpose (ERMP) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE)

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring personnel qualified to operate or perform maintenance on the Extended Range Multi-Purpose (ERMP) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and associated systems, electrical on-board and airframe systems.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the following:

   (1) MOS 15E and 15W must complete the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Common Core Course, at Ft Huachuca, AZ.

   (2) MOS 15E Must complete the UAS Electronic Maintenance Specialist Course, at Ft Huachuca, AZ.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with 15E and 15W.

---

Code: U5

**Title:** Gray Eagle Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE)

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring personnel qualified to operate or perform maintenance on the Gray Eagle Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) and associated systems, electrical on-board and airframe systems.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the following:

   (1) MOS 15E and 15W must complete the Unmanned Aircraft System Common Core Course, at Ft Huachuca, AZ.

   (2) MOS 15E Must complete the UAS Electronic Maintenance Specialist Course, at Ft Huachuca, AZ.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with 15E and 15W.

---

Code: U6

**Title:** Field Artillery Weapons Maintenance

**Proponent:** U.S. Army Field Artillery School

a. *Description of positions.* Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to perform unit maintenance of cannon weapons armament systems in towed units.

b. *Qualifications.* Must successfully complete the Field Artillery Weapons Maintenance Course, Ft Sill, OK, or complete the Field Artillery Weapons Maintenance Course conducted by U.S. Army Field Artillery Center Mobile Training Team or an approved course conducted by a National Guard Regional Training Institute.

c. *Restrictions.* For use with MOS 13B only.

---

Code: U7
Title: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Instructor Operator (I/O)  
Proponent: U.S. Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE)  

a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring personnel qualified to instruct and progress UAS Operators on designated airframe through all phases of operation.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the following:
   (1) Must complete the Unmanned Aerial System Common Core Course, at Ft Huachuca, AZ.
   (2) Must complete designated UAS airframe qualification training and Readiness Level progression and currency requirements per Aircrew Training Program (ATP).
   and
   (3) Must complete at least one of the following:
      (a) Successfully complete all requirements of the I/O Course, at Ft Huachuca, AZ.
      (b) Pass an I/O equivalency evaluation administered by USAACE Directorate of Evaluation and Standardization.
      (c) Complete requirements IAW AR 95-23, Chapter 8, para 8-9, for I/O of nonstandard UAS platforms.

c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 15W (skill level 2-4) only. ASI will be revoked when soldier can no longer perform duties associated with this ASI.

Code: U8

Title: Asymmetric Warfare Operational Support  
Proponent: HQDA G-3/5/7 (DAMO-ODZ)  


b. Qualifications. Individuals must be selected to the Asymmetric Warfare Group (AWG), successfully complete the selection process, and then successfully complete one year in a qualifying position under the certification authority of the Cdr, Asymmetric Warfare Group.


Code: U9

Title: Asymmetric Warfare Operational Specialist  
Proponent: HQDA G-3/5/7 (DAMO-ODZ)  

a. Descriptions of Positions. Identifies positions requiring qualification as an Asymmetric Warfare Operational Specialist.

b. Qualifications.
   (1) Individuals must be selected to attend Asymmetric Warfare Group (AWG); and
   (2) Successfully complete the selection process; and
   (3) Successfully complete the 21 week long Tactical Training Course (TTC) under the certification authority of the Cdr, Asymmetric Warfare Group.

c. Restrictions. For use with any MOS in grades E7-E9.

Code: V3

Title: Aerial Precision Geo-Location (APG)  
Proponent: U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  

a. Description of positions. Identifies personnel requiring qualification in Aerial Precision Geo-Location.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete training in the Aerial Precision Geo-Location course conducted by the Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) under the auspices of the National Security Agency.

c. Restrictions. For identification of personnel only. For use with MOS 35N, 35P, 35S, and 35V.

Code: V4

Title: Advanced Source Handler  
Proponent: U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca  

a. Description of positions. Enables soldiers to develop the skills, knowledge, techniques, and procedures required by DOD personnel with counterintelligence and HUMINT backgrounds to conduct HUMINT collection operations. These operations will be conducted in support of tactical commanders in active theaters of operations. These operations will take place in pre-war, wartime, post-war or stabilization periods while under the direction of a Military Commander.

b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete one of the following Category I Military Source Operations (MSO) courses:
Advanced Source Operations Course conducted at the Human Intelligence (HUMINT) Training, Joint Center of Excellence (HT-JCOE).

(2) Advanced Military Source Operations Course (AMSOC) conducted by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)

c. Restrictions.
   (1) For use with positions and personnel for MOS 35M (SSG-SFC).
   (2) For use with personnel only for CMF 18 and all other CMF 35 MOS (skill level 3-5).

**Code:** V5  
**Title:** Military Police Investigation  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Military Police School  

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in investigation of criminal offenses for which the maximum punishment is confinement at hard labor for less than one year; offenses involving larcenies of property valued at less than $1000 in which the occurrence does not involve another major crime or the stolen property is not of a sensitive nature; and offense involving use and/or possession of non-narcotic controlled substances when the amount and other factors indicate it is for personal use only. Participates in activities for the prevention of crime outlined above.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Military Police Investigation Course, U.S. Army Military Police School, Ft Leonard Wood, MO

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 31B and 31E. Authorized only for SPC through SFC.

**Code:** V7  
**Title:** Guidance Counselor  
**Proponent:** U.S. Recruiting and Retention School (RRS)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring personnel trained to serve as a Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) Guidance Counselor (GC), U.S. Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) Liaison, HQ USAREC G3, and ARNG Recruiting Operations Center/Recruiting Standards Branch. Personnel will be trained in counseling, enlistment eligibility, enlistment options, and administrative processing functions at the MEPS.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the appropriate Guidance Counselor Course:
   (1) RRS, Ft Jackson, SC, (AC and USAR only).
   (2) Strength Maintenance Training Center (SMTC) Camp Robinson, AR, (ARNG only).

c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 79R, 79T and 79V.

**Code:** V8  
**Title:** Special Technical Operations (STO) Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Planner (Personnel Only)  
**Proponent:** HQDA G-3/5/7

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies Soldiers requiring qualification as a Special Technical Operations (STO) NCO Planner.

b. **Qualifications.**
   (1) Graduated the U.S. Army Special Technical Operations Planners (USASTOPC) course or Joint equivalent IAW STO policies
   (2) Completed the Planning and Decision Aid System (PDAS) Operators course for STO Network Environment training.
   (3) Possess a current TS/SCI clearance.
   (4) Successfully integrated and synchronized STO with the command's operational and training missions.
   (5) Must successfully complete six months as a STO planner in a qualified STO billet within the command.

c. **Restrictions.**
   (1) For use with any MOS in grade E6 thru E8 while assigned to an authorized STO billet. The HQDA G-3/5/7 STO Branch is the approving authority for awarding SI V8 STO NCO Planner. Skill Identifiers V8 and V9 cannot be awarded for the same time periods.
   (2) Submit requests for award of SI V8 on DA Form 4187 and DA Form 4187-1-R (for Chain of Command and HRC routing) along with qualification certificates, and supporting documentation (such as chain of command recommendations, proof of meeting the assignment and experience requirements, or other proof of qualification).
(3) Submit packets thru the SM’s command and HRC Branch management, to: HQDA, ODCS, G-3/5/7, ATTN: Army STO Branch Chief, DAMO-ODG, 3200 Army Pentagon Washington, DC 20310-3200.

Code: V9
Title: Special Technical Operations (STO) Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Proponent: HQDA G-3/5/7
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring qualification as a Special Technical Operations (STO) NCO.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Graduated the U.S. Army Special Technical Operations Planners (USASTOPC) course or Joint equivalent IAW Army STO policies.
   (2) Successfully completed Planning and Decision Aid System (PDAS) Operators course for STO Network Environmental training.
   (3) Possess a current TS/SCI clearance.
   (4) Must successfully complete one year in a qualified STO NCO ASI V9 billeted position IAW Army STO policies.
   (5) Maintained all STO facility requirements, billet management, and property accountability.
   (6) Successfully fulfilled all administrative and security support for the commands STO actions.
c. Restrictions.
   (1) For use with any MOS in grades E6 thru E8 while assigned to an authorized STO NCO billet. The HQDA G-3/5/7 STO Branch is the approving authority for awarding SI V9 STO NCO. Skill Identifiers V8 and V9 cannot be awarded for the same time periods.
   (2) Submit requests for award of SI V9 on DA Form 4187 and DA Form 4187-1-R (for Chain of Command and HRC routing) along with qualification certificates, and supporting documentation (such as chain of command recommendations, proof of meeting the assignment and experience requirements, or other proof of qualification).
   (3) Submit packets thru the SM’s command and HRC Branch management, to: HQDA, ODCS, G-3/5/7, ATTN: Army STO Branch Chief, DAMO-ODG, 3200 Army Pentagon Washington, DC 20310-3200.

Code: W1
Title: Special Operations Combat Medic (SOCM)
Proponent: USAJFKSWC
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in advanced trauma management and emergency medical procedures.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Must successfully complete the Special Operations Combat Medic Course conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, Ft Bragg, NC and must be EMT-P certified.
   (2) For use with MOS 68W in U.S. Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) units (Aviation Regiment, Group, Battalion, Company and Ranger Regiments and Battalions) in grade PFC-SFC only.

Code: W2
Title: Civil Affairs Medical SGT
Proponent: USAJFKSWC
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the functional specialty of public health to include medical, dental, and veterinary systems.
b. Qualifications.
   (1) Must successfully complete the Civil Affairs Medical Sergeant (CAMS) course 300-F20 conducted under the auspices of the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, Ft Bragg, or
   (2) Have received equivalent training validated by the Directorate of Special Operations Propionency (AOJK-SP) and certified as Civil Affairs Medic qualified by the Dean of Joint Special Operations Medical Training Center (JSOMTC).
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 38B and 68W (skill level 1-4) only.

**Code:** W3  
**Title:** Special Forces Sniper  
**Proponent:** USAJFKSWCS  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in Special Forces Target Interdiction Operations.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the special Operations Target Interdiction Course, Ft Bragg, NC or the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) Sniper Course.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 18B and 18C only.

**Code:** W4  
**Title:** Civil Affairs Trauma Medical SGT  
**Proponent:** USAJFKSWCS  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified in the functional specialty of public health to include medical, dental, veterinary systems and trauma medical support.  
b. **Qualifications.**  
   (1) Must successfully completed the Special Operations Combat Medic Course (SOCOM) (300-ASIW1) (ASI W1) and the Civil Affairs Medical Sergeant (CAMS) Course 300-F20 (ASI W2) conducted under the auspices of USAJFKSWCS, Ft Bragg, NC, or  
   (2) Have received equivalent training validated by the Directorate of Special Operations Proponenty Office (AOJK-SP) and certified as Civil Affairs Trauma Medic qualified by the Dean of Joint Special Operations Medical Training Center (JSOMTC).  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 38B and 68W (skill level 2-4) only.

**Code:** W5  
**Title:** Special Operations Foreign and Non-Standard Armorer  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Ordnance School  
a. **Description of Positions.** There are no positions identified for the ASI.  
b. **Qualifications.** Soldiers must successfully complete the Special Operations Foreign and Non-Standard Armorer Course taught under the auspices of the USAJFKSWC, Fort Bragg, NC.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 91F. Personnel only.

**Code:** W6  
**Title:** Weapons Intelligence Specialist  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Intelligence Center & Ft Huachuca  
a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete training in the Weapons Intelligence Team course taught under the auspices U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence or the equivalent training conducted prior to 1 April 2008 under the auspices of the National Ground Intelligence Center (NGIC).  
c. **Restrictions.** For identification of personnel only. Used with any MOS in skill level 1-4 only.

**Code:** W7  
**Title:** Special Forces Underwater Operations  
**Proponent:** USAJFKSWCS  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring participation in special forces, underwater operations. (MOS 92R only, positions at the Abn Board will be identified with this ASI.)  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Combat Dive Qualification Course, Key West, FL.  
c. **Restrictions.** For use with MOS 11B, 11Z, 18B, 18C, 18D, 18E, 18F, and 18Z only.

**Code:** W8  
**Title:** Special Forces Military Free Fall Operations  
**Proponent:** USAJFKSWCS  
a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring participation in special military operations requiring free fall parachuting. (MOS 92R only, TDA positions at the Airborne Board will be identified with this ASI.) MOS 25C skill level 1 only, MTOE positions in the 75th Ranger Regiment Recon Platoon will be identified with this ASI.  
b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Special Forces Military Free Fall Parachutist Course, Ft Bragg, NC.  

**Code:** W9
Title: Special Operations Forces Peculiar Weapons Repairer
Proponent: U.S. Army Ordnance School
a. Description of Positions. There are no positions identified for the ASI.
b. Qualifications. Soldiers must successfully complete the Special Operations Forces Peculiar Weapons Repairer Armorer Course taught under the auspices of the USAJKFWSC, Fort Bragg, NC.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 91F. Personnel only.

Code: X2

Title: Preventive Dentistry
Proponent: Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to perform reversible restorative dental procedures and oral hygiene prophylactic procedures, to implement individual and group oral disease control programs.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the Preventive Dentistry Course, AMEDD Center School, Ft Sam Houston, TX.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 68E (SGT and below) only.

Code: X3

Title: Operations Support Specialist
Proponent: U.S. Army Military Intelligence Center of Excellence:
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for ASI X3.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete both of the following courses: Joint Operations Support Basic Course and the Joint Operations Support Advanced Level-1 Course conducted under the auspices of the Defense Operations Support Training Program.
c. Restrictions. For identification of personnel only. For use with any enlisted MOS (skill level 2-5). Submit application (DA Form 4187) (Request for Personnel Action) for attendance for the above course at: Registrar, Defense Operations Support Training Program, 3300 75th Avenue, Landover, MD 20785, phone 301-394-6690

Code: X8

Title: THAAD Launcher Operator/Maintainer
Proponent: U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School, Fort Sill, OK.
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers who are trained to operate the Launcher equipment in the THAAD battery.
b. Qualifications.
(1) The ASI will be awarded only upon certification by U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery School (USAADASCH) to Enlisted personnel who have successfully completed the 3 week THAAD Launcher Operator/Maintainer course taught at Ft. Sill, OK, or
(2) The ASI will be awarded upon certification by the Air Defense Artillery Proponent Office (OCADA PDD) to Enlisted personnel who have successfully completed the 3 week Launcher NET course.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 14T.

Code: Y1

Title: Transition (Position and Personnel)
Proponent: AHRC
a. Description of positions. See table 12-3 for position description of specific MOS.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete training leading to award of ASI for MOS as listed in table 12-3.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS authorized use and effective date as reflected in table 12-3.

Code: Y2

Title: Transition (Personnel only)
Proponent: Army G1 (DAPE-PRP)
a. Description of positions. There are no positions identified for Transition (Y2).
b. Qualifications.
(1) Awarded to Soldiers reclassified into a MOS listed in table 12-4 as a result of a MOS merger or other force structure change requiring additional transitory training to ensure qualification in selected areas of the new MOS task list for which, in their previous MOS, they would not have had any prior training or experience.
(2) Soldiers remain fully eligible for promotion recommendation/consideration and/or pin-on in the newly awarded MOS (provided otherwise eligible) during the transitory period established in table 12-4.
(3) Soldiers who fail to compete the transitory training by the end of the established transitory period in table 12-4 may have ASI Y2 withdrawn and be awarded ASI 4B as determined by the MOS personnel developer, Human Resources Command, National Guard Bureau or other authorized reclassification authority.

(4) ASI Y2 will be withdrawn upon completion of transitory training as established in table 12-4, award of ASI 4B or as directed by ODCS G1 (DAPE-PRP-CSB) by memorandum.

c. Restrictions. For use with any MOS as reflected in table 12-4.

---

**Code:** Y3  
**Title:** Transition (Personnel only)  
**Proponent:** Army G1 (DAPE-PRP)

a. **Description of positions.** There are no positions identified for Transition (Y3).

b. **Qualifications.**
   
   (1) Awarded to Soldiers reclassified into a MOS listed in table 12-5 as a result of a MOS merger or other force structure change requiring additional transitory training to ensure qualification in selected areas of the new MOS task list for which, in their previous MOS, they would not have had any prior training or experience.
   
   (2) Soldiers remain fully eligible for promotion recommendation/consideration and/or pin-on in the newly awarded MOS (provided otherwise eligible) during the transitory period established in table 12-5.
   
   (3) Soldiers who fail to complete the transitory training by the end of the established transitory period in table 12-5 may have ASI Y3 withdrawn and be awarded ASI 4B as determined by the MOS personnel developer, Human Resources Command, National Guard Bureau or other authorized reclassification authority.
   
   (4) ASI Y3 will be withdrawn upon completion of transitory training established in table 12-5, award of ASI 4B or as directed by ODCS G1 (DAPE-PRP-CSB) by memorandum.

---

**Code:** Y7  
**Title:** Sensor Manager Operations  
**Proponent** U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring soldiers who are trained to operate the AN/TPY-2 (FBM) Radar System.

b. **Qualifications.** Must have completed either:
   
   (1) The AN/TPY-2 Sensor Manager Qualification Course prior to 1 October 2008 conducted under the auspices of the USA Space & Missile Defense Command at Offutt Air Force Base Omaha, NE.
   
   (2) The AN/TPY-2 Sensor Manager Qualification Course on or after 1 October 2008 conducted under the auspices of the USA Space & Missile Defense Command, Colorado Springs, CO.

c. **Restrictions.** For use with positions and personnel in MOS 14E and 14H only.

---

**Code:** Y8  
**Title:** Immunization/Allergy  
**Proponent:** Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)

a. **Description of positions.** Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified for the administration of vaccines, preparing allergen extracts and performing diagnostic tests to identify patient’s allergies.

b. **Qualifications.** Must successfully complete the Immunization/Allergy Course under the auspices of the AMEDD Center & School, located at WRAMC, Washington, D.C.

c. **Restrictions.** For use in TDA with MOS 68W in grades SPC through SFC only.

---

**Code:** Y9  
**Title:** Warrior Transition Unit/Community Based Warrior Transition Unit (WTU/CBWTU) Squad Leader/Platoon Sergeant (SL/PSG)  
**Proponent:** U.S. Army Medical Command

a. **Description of positions.** Leads and accounts for Wounded Warriors, is the primary liaison between Wounded Warriors, WTU and medical providers. Assesses, plans, implements, and monitors and evaluates options and services to meet the Wounded Warrior’s health needs. Ensures a steady progress in adhering to the Wounded Warrior’s comprehensive treatment plan (CTP). Ensures that transition services support are arranged and support is seamless upon release of the Wounded Warrior from WTU/CBWTU.

b. **Prerequisites.**
   
   (1) Soldiers must have:
(a) No derogatory information or unfavorable conduct that casts doubt on the Soldier’s trustworthiness and honesty.
(b) No psychiatric disorder, alcoholism or drug abuse, unless a medical evaluation determines the condition no longer exists.
(2) Possess high moral standards and excellent military bearing.
(3) Be financially responsible.
c. Qualifications.
(1) For those SL/PSG assigned or attached to a WTU/CBWTU prior to 1 October 2008, must meet the above prerequisites and must have completed ATTRS online Distributed Learning courses; (DL) 6I-F6/300-F34 and the (DL) 6I-F7/300-F35 OR the DL 6I-F8/300-F36 course.
(2) For those SL/PSG assigned or attached to a WTU/CBWTU on or after 1 October 2008, must meet the above prerequisites and must have completed both the WTU ATTRS DL Course 6I-F8/300-F36 and the two week resident WTU SL/PSG course (ATTRS 300-F39 Course/ASI Y9).
c. Restrictions. For use with any MOS.

Code: Z5
Title: Enlisted Aide
Proponent: USAQMC&S
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers to perform the duties of an enlisted aide on a General/Flag Officer’s personal staff.
b. Qualifications. Must successfully complete the resident Advance Culinary Skills Training Course and the Enlisted Aide Qualifications Training Course, conducted at Ft Lee, VA. Prior to attending the Enlisted Aide Training Course Soldiers must meet all qualifications contained in AR 614-200, (Enlisted Assignments and Utilization Management), chapter 8, paragraph 8-11.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 92G only. Initial selection and assignment limited to SGT(P) thru SGM.

Code: Z7
Title: Specialized Search Dog (SSD) Handler
a. Description of Positions. There are no positions identified for this ASI. For use with personnel only.
b. Qualifications. Soldiers who successfully complete one of the following courses.
(1) Specialized Search Dog Handler Course conducted at Lackland AFB, TX.
(2) Arms Explosive Search Dog Handler Course conducted at the United Kingdom Training Center, Great Britain.
(3) Specialized Search Dog Handler Pilot Course conducted at Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
c. Restrictions. Must meet the physical qualifications for training and assignment outlined in AR 40-501, Chapter 5. For identify of personnel only with MOS 31B, 31K and 12B only.

Code: Z8
Title: Technical ELINT Collection and Analysis
Proponent: U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence and Ft Huachuca
a. Description of positions. Identifies positions requiring Soldiers qualified to perform technical electronic collection and analysis.
b. Qualifications. Must have successfully completed course SIGE3810 Intermediate ELINT Collection and Analysis.
c. Restrictions. For use with MOS 35S (skill level 2-3) only.